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Presidential
candidates
to visit MSU
By JOHN SAI.F.RNt)
Staff Writer
Richard Fryinire, chairman of
the Murray State nit% ersity
board of regents. Saturday said
-the first of a number-of- prestiten--hal candidates probably will isit
the campus "toward the end of
February"

His conunents came before the
start of a presidential screening
committee meeting which was
called to consider the remaining
'Candidates. which the chairman
said was "less than 47" Fryinire
who also chairs the committee
would not comment on the exact number of applicants before
the committee today. nor Would he
speculate on the number of Carl(IRIS teS- .the board will invite tii
-

CITY PURCHASES MAJOR EQUIPMENT — A new four-wheel
street sweeper will begin operation on_lturray's streets. The pity
sweeper, purchased at a cost of 860,000 with trade-in, replaces a 12year-old three-wheel model. Operating hours are between 10 p.m
and 6 a.m. Because of the wider working range of the new sweeper,

between 40 and 50 percent more work can be accomplished ( From
left) Sam Outland, operator of the sweeper, Robert Butler-, street
department superintendent, and Holmes Ellis, mayor of Murray, inspect the sweeper
Stitif photo by Jennie Gordon

City to receive delinquent premium taxes
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Murray can thank the state for a
little extra revenue with which to
start off 1983. The city is receiving $3,263.38 in
delinquent insurance-premium
taxes, due to a state investigation
of delinquent tax payments to
municipalities throughout Kentucky. Action against delinquent
companies, combined with a
voluntary internal audit and payment by State Farm Insurance..
resulted in more than $700,000
paid to 136 cities and three counItts.
Mayor Holmet Ellis said he
hopes the additional funds will
enable the city to meet the 8233.500
budgeted for premium taxes. The
extra revenue is especially good
news since the city's lowered insurance risk rating will mean less
taxes from lower premiums, Ellis
said.
Murray charges a nine percent
tax on premiums for property insurance. Of that, seven percent

goes to the city and two percent is
retained by the insurance companies as a collection fee. Tax
rates in other municipalities vary
widely.
The tax is collected by insurance agents, who send it with
the premium to the company The
company is supposed to send the
tax to the city or county levying
the tax.
The state .Insurance Department found that more than
1300,000 was owed by companies
from 1980 and 1981, and took action to collect the payments. The
state also fined 179 companies for
failure to file accounting
documents and pay taxes on a
timely basis. and • collected
another $150,000 in fines
State Farm's internal audit
revealed that from 1978 through
1981 it owed nearly 8400,000 in
municipal premium taxes. The
company has voluntarily paid its
delinquent taxes to the state.
Local State Farm -agent Don
Henry said insufficient company

taxes to Murray resulted from annexations into the city that had not
been included on State Fiirm's
billing computer. Residents of the
GatesborOugh and Canterbury
areas, and of the property annexed to Utterback Road, were not
being billed for the tax on their
premiums, Henry said.
That's a ,problem that has occurred in other. areas of the state.
particulary in Louisville and Jefferson County,he added- - - Bob Billington, agent for Murray Insurance, said he was •'kind
of shocked" at the extent of underpayment revealed by the state's
action. .
"How something like that could
have occurred to result in that
much tax accumulating, I can't
comprehend," Billington said
However, since cities ha% e such
widely different tax- rates and
often change them. ':I (-an - see
where it would be quite' a test for
companies to keep up with all
those municipalities," he said. .
Billington said the companies

his agent% represents have not informed him how much they owed
Murray in delinquent taxes, or
why payments were insufficient
Murray City Clerk . Jo (7rietssends notices to all companies
who owe local premium taxes,
which are due in March Ellis Sind
that may be one reason why Murray gets relatively good compliance," pointing out that other
cities of comparable size were owed more in delinquent taxes
However, there is no way the city
can know if companies are paying
all the taxes they owe, and the
state's more aggressive enforcement of the tax laws will be
helpful, he said
City officials don't know how
cuch each company owed Murray in delinquent taxes. Ellis said
last year Murray received
841.131 in premium taxes. atcording to Ellis. Because
premium rates were lowered due
to the city's reduction in risk
rating, the amount budgeted wá
reduced to $233,500 this year, he
said

Officials, inmates negotiate at prison
By LAWRENCE KILMAN
not been harmed," Cuomo said
"Last night the inmates agreed to
Associated Press Writer
OSSINING, N.Y. (AP) — Cor- allow them to be fed."
Negotiators did their bargaining
rections officials and inmate
negotiators faced each other over tables separated by a barred
through steel bars today in talks gateway in a narrow prison corridor. The date's team, establishaimed at freeing 17 guards held
hostage after a "spontaneous" ed three years ago and not tested
until now, was trying to persuade
uprising at the maximum-security
convicts to free the guards taken
prison once known as Sing Sing.
prisoner Saturday night.
Face-to-face talks between five
inmates and the members of a
An ABC television crew also
was allowed in the cellblock for a
special hostage negotiation team
began about 7:30 p.m. Sunday. time late Sunday night in response
nearly 34 hours after convicts to the inmates'demands.
State Sen. Ralph Marino said
armed with broom handles and
overcrowding "is one of the big
night sticks took over the Cell
gripes. They are just very unBlock B at the state's Ossining
comfortable in there." The
Correctional Facility.
All the hostages were reported
prisoners also were asking for
safe, the rest of the prison was amnesty,he said.
calm and there was only one
Most of the inmates locked In
there really don't want any pert of
minor injury, officials said.
Gov. Mario Cuomo, who had set
this," Marinci said. "Eighty percent want the hostages released
up what an aide described as a
Immediately and returned to their
"command post" at his New York
cells."
City office 30 miles sway, said today the inmates submitted "a list
State corrections spokesman
.of requests" which he did not
Lou Ganim said one reason for the
unrest was prisoner "idleness."
detail.
The governor's statement was
said inmates held in that
reed by a--tpilissnan. Peter '4111111111ock were awaiting transfer
Johnson, who said there would ttn___ to other facilities and "don't have
no elaboration on the number or —alot of activities."
nature of the inmate requests. The
Officials originally reported
prisoners' demands have never
that 16 guards were taken
been made clear.
hostage, with one of them later
freed. But early today, a date
"We believe the hostages have

spokesman said that two other
missing guards %ere also
hostages.
"Two guards were missing and
believed to be in hiding in the
cellblock," said spokesman Peter
Johnson. "We did not include
them in the direct number count
at the tune in the interest of their
safety."
Marino, who heads the Committee on Crime and Corrections:said
the hostages were being guarded
by a group of pri.soner. he described as "Muslims
Authorities believe it was a
"spontaneous and unplanned"
uprising. Ganim said The situation was "calm and the hostages
are safe," he said.
No serisus injuries were
reported, although an unnamed
guard wait hurt by a blow to the
head during the takeover He was
released early Sunday, about
eight hours into the siege, in exchange for some -prescription
medicine.
Officials had been talking intermittently with the inmates by
telephone. Sunday afternoon, an
unidentified prisoner speaking
through a loudspeaker said an inmate committee wanted to meet
with the prison administration
and reporters
About 200 of the cellblock's 618
inmates were out of tileir cells for

;-ecreation w hen the Inc !dent
'aegan, :arum said
S:aaliatted Ow Pair 21

The ariii began tifficially in
July
-Nwhen,the is card announced it
wo.uld !Vet renew the contract of
President Constantine t'urris.
which expires June 30 Four
regents rewrgned Aug 11, 1982 at
the request of Gov John N. Brown
Jr
tra:1
I stkriations at
all regents in order to deal up an
administrative controversy which
began when. the board made an
unsuccessful attempt tee fire Owns Feb 7, 1981 -rho*. %regents who resigned.
were Sara Page, Paducah, Dr
Charles Howard, Mayfield, Jerry
Woodall. Lexington. and Bill
Ca rye e a I Owensboro. George
King. is I .ouisville • businessman.
had resigned shortly before after
attending pot two meetings
Then-Chairm'an Ron
Christopher. Murra
Bill
MuMorgan. Benton. Jere
Ctuston. Trenton. cho.se not tee

State ready for lawsuits
against Eddyville facility
KDDYVILLE. Ky Al'
An
attorney for the Kentucky Corrections Ihpartment said it could
cost millions of dollars to try the
40 lawsuits filed by inmate's
against the Kentucky State
Penitentiary
The. suits, filed since 1976
against prison authorities, are
scheduled to come to trial this
year
But the state is prepared to defend itself against the largest vohune of inmate litigation ever
faced by the prison. said Linda
Cooper. an attorney for the
Cabinet. She"also said the state has
not ruled out settlements with
some defendants
Initially, Ms Cooper said, there
were about 110 cases involving inmate litigation. Three have been
tried and the others have. been
dropped dr are not ready to go to

Like son, like father —
Purcell takes two titles
Bennie Purcell, Murray State.
tennis coach and father of tennis
pro Mel Purcell. was busy keeping
143 own reputation as net wizard
alive over the weekend
Purcell participated In the
Southern Senior Indoor Tennis
Championships at the University
if the South in Sewartee, Tenn., brInging home two titles and almost
three
In the Over-50 singles division,
Purcell upset No 1 seed Kermit
Stengel, 6-0, 5-7, 6-4, for the championship trophy Stengel, a
Vashvilhan, had won the tiUe the
past eight years in a row.
In the Over-50 doubles division,
Purcell teamed with Paducah's
Paul Rowton to win the championship. The duo knocked- off Dirk
Sullivan of Nashville and Dave
f:ppling of Lexington. 24, 74,64,
for the crown.
Purcell and Rowton also teamed
la the Over-45 doubles, but ware-opeet tn the finals,

9

resign Appointed'
1.+82.
Brown to replace the resigners
were Frytture. Madisonville attorney, fl M WeStberry an at
torney• from Marion. State .4p-Conn ARtKe-Wittram,
llowerton, Paducah. Michael N
Ilarreld, senior vice president of
t7itizeits
it v Bank
& Trust Co and Robert I ...e ‘e teen.
insurance agent froice Central Ci
ty
l'he new board appointed
Frynure-chatrman and began the
search, after acquiring about .tuto
applications
Curris. who had not been outset)t at realer search committee
111(
.
0111gs, attended this fl Wetire
at the. request of the board•
Fry:lure said Curtis was there
bemuse we askvit tittri _tnttirtits
.
adding that no business tether than
the presidential seat eh would be
discus:tett lit r ss4 kit
NesS1011
!Littler
than
a 'regular
board
meeting. the agenda sent to fie% s
molia statet1 tte!zlitll Imiard would
meet "as it presidential seittili •
---41onwriafee
441e—Whole
faculty members, lit ewaril
Melvin, Henley and Blighty
I as W 3011
are also committee
members
Concerning a deadline to name
t:tirris: successor, Ery nine said
he would like tee get somebody in
by July 1. adding that some
overlap" would be ilesirable to
• give the new presideiit a transitiiin
period
(if the remaining cantlitiate,„
En mire called it an "attrat tive
group' which includes university
and junior college-atimmistrators
anti • senior government iit
ficials •' The chairman did not
WI Me /in% specific candidates

court,she said
The lawstifb—ffave accuneui.etrel
[sliding the resolution of land.
inark case .trivolVing a former
prisoner at the penitentiary
Jerald Kendrick The case began
in 1976 after Kendrick filed as suit
seekig improvements in prison
conditions and operations
In the spring of 1981. U S
District Judge Edward Johnstone
handed down a consent decree
that called for sweeping e hanges
in prison operations
Many procedures have brrii
changed, and the number of in
mates at the penitentiary has been
reduced from 900 to ahead 7541.
,
IContinued On Pair

mostly cloudy
Today mostly cloud) with as
40 percent chance of showers
High from the lower tO mid 50s
South to southwest winds 5 to'15,
mph Tonight'partial vlearing
and colder low in the. lower
30a. 1...ight west to northwest ,
windi7 Tuesday variable _
cloudiness, breezy and cooler
with a few sprinkles or flurries
possible High- from the upper 30a to lower 40a

today's index
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Bennie Purcell
In the singles competition.
Purcell received a bye in the first
round, then beat two opponents to
advance against Stengel
Tennis seniors from nine states
attended the prestigious event
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'Great Depression'
origin being sought
By LOC= ODOK
Associated Press Writer
Yesterday's depressions seem
to have become today's reces-

•

Great Depression got its name or
when the term came into the
language Some say President
Roosevelt started it. but there are
no details.
The effects of a weak economy
"I have no idea." Said
are clear
in une.mployment Galbraith, whose books include
lines, at welfare offices and on "The Great Crash." which exfactory floors But the language of
plOres the Depression
economic trouble is fuzzy
Walter Heller, economic ad"The whole thing Is an exercise
to Presidents Kennedy _and
in-- semantics." said econorni510- Johnson, said he doesn't know
John Kenneth(;albraith
either
"In iht' 19th century, they used
Researchers in the dictionary
to be called(Tins and panics. And . division of Random House said the
the phrase seemed too strong so first usage they could find of the
there was
search made for specific term "Great Depression"
something that was much milder
was in a PO book title; writings
and after the First World War
of the 1930: referred only to -a
when there was a panic or a cnsis depression" or "the Depression it was called . a depression
Solomon Fabricant, a member
That was meant to be a very mild
of the board of directors of the Naway of dismissing it.
tional Bureau of Economic
•*Then, in the 1930%
a depres- Research of Cambridge. Mass..
sion became an min:tolls thing
has a different recollection. "We
And then people started saying it
began talking about the Great
was not a depression, but just a
Depression pretty early
the
recession
Recently. you've
game certainly by 1932." said
heard people say. •Well, it's not a_ Fabricant, who joined the bureau
recession It's a growth a(ljust-in 1930
ment '"
Fabruant said statistics were
Everyone agrees Whet the
not as detailed or as easily
Depression that began with the
available as they are today. but
UNEARTH ANCIENT BURIAL SITE - State Highway Departstock market crash of 1929 stands "euonomist.s genera-Hy had some
alone Its the one that's spelled
ment workers delicately dig round the remains of a human skeleton
sense of the severity. of • earlier
with a capital -1) •• The one that's depressions" and could measure
believed to be 9.000 years old. If confirmed by radio-carbon testing, it
known as the Great liepressaai
would be one of the oldest skeletons ever unearthed in North
the 1930s against the past
Geoffrey. Moore of the Center
ErortnMINti point out that even
for international Husme.ss Calle a• major depression today would
Research at Rutgers University m he nothing like the situation of the
New Brunswick, N.J , has 1930s. The unemployment rate is
las•Afied all the economic
still less than half of the 2 percent
slowdowns since 1921. using seven
it reached at the peak (if the(;rent
criteria None_ is in the same
Ih•pres.sion. there is federal inBy ROBERT IAC10E
'"They're still having some,"
category as the t;real I apression
surance for bank deposit,
'
AP Science Writer
Clyde Campbell. warning conthe current situation shapes up'as
unemplOyment compensation anii
MAMMOTH LAKES. Calif. troller at the state Office of
a sharp
other benefit.
•
- , Rr.ogr_itins_tyliki.,a_
qgjs.
1,his-̀toIr-i;)W _!'
trot joblesSneKt
srnTIf-arthquareSiurribled on or Sacramento Said early this Marna fifth day today amid heightened ing.
concern about possible volcanic
- The trembling that began
activity in this moaida in ,resort,' Thursday "is certainly continuauthorities said
ing,".said seismologist David Hill

America. The discovery was made late last week during excavation
for a highway project north of Austin, Texas,
(AP Laserphoto)

Earthquakes cause concern of volcano
-6

Reporter to stand trial

SAN
Costaltita__Al.
____irstruled
Ainero an reporter
nalists when the organization was
trial here We4Ini-alay. clIseli i if
founded a decade ago, and to Napracticing journalism illeeally
tional UflIVerS111), .1011fIlallS111
not being a niember of tia, graduates or graduates 4,f approvgovernilient-appr oved press ed foreign ;Journalism schools
orgatiltat14111 ii
iii vii t4191. he
Foreigners must live here five
faces a maximum penalty of two
years before applying
years in prison
in. theor), the law pfeV etas
The case has aroused a debate
visiting reporters from gathering
over press freedom in 3 nation
facts and writing .ahout Costa
-4'bl-re that liberty is guaranteed
J(ii an ty meg, but it has not been
by the constitution
strictly applied to foreign corThe reporter, Stephen H
respondents who ,report to their
Schmidt. 34, worked for..- the
organizations abroad
English -language weekly
The Associated Press and the
newspaper in San Jose, The Tiro
Times-Iferald each have a
Times
U S ettl7e11 stationed here, but so
lie currently edits a comfar neither has been bothered.
modities newsletter in %Vim (Instn.
even though the newsmen are not
but plans to return voluntarily to
members of the college
defend himself against the
The last rase in which the law
harges brought by the (*osta
was invoked involved Joseph
Rican College of Journalists, a
Phillips, editor of the defunct San
professional astiOclatton
Jose .News, also an. _ EnglishUnder Costa Rican law
language newspaper Phillips. an
membership in the college is man
American, was convicted in 1978
datory for a journalist ti woirk in
of "illegally practicing the profesthe counto
sion" and given a three-month
But admission is tightly
suspended sentence.
An

Hostages...
01.011111111111ed From Page It
.i! happened was essetilial- . mates and state employees died
"We live like animals in here,••
1). there was a lot of loud i innone prisoner shouted through a
idamts One inmate started it H.
window.'
didn't want to go down the hall ti
Ganim said that nine inmates
the re4-reation area
a wa-nted
had left the cellblock -ace the
to stay ut. the.ouiller.." anon'en
siege began An inmate Who Comarea in front
i.•11.:
.
plained of chest paingstas aistied
-vac.
—
from the cellblock Sunday by four
Aftur
sergeant and a Ileut••other prisoners who did not rejoin
nant tried to talk to them. one of
the inmates began yelling and the others.
Caniiii said prison officials
breaking furniture, he said
Hostages were taken during the spoke with one guard over the
telephone Sunday afternoon. The
melee
None of the inmates or guards hostage told officials he was fine,
Ganim said, and asked that ekehas been oleo-tilled
At one point Sunday. an inmate trolly be turned back on in the
told reporters through a cellblock said the request was
loudspeaker "We don't wish to
harm anyone* That would be lour granted.
State Corrections Commislast alternative "
inniate4 unfurled banners from sioner Thomas- Coughlin wk at
broken windows saying. "We the-scene and had briefed Gov.
Don't Want Another Attica." an Mario Cuomo. who set up what an
apparent referetwe to a 1971. rut aide described as a "command
at Attica state prison where 43 us post"at his New York City office.

late Sunday by telephone from the
U.S. Geological Survey center in
Menlo Park,near San Francisco.
Quakes -reggIstering •betewenand 2 on the Richterwale slowed
considerably, he said, while "the
ones between 2 and 3 I still too
small to be felt) are still popping
along at about three or four an
hour."
Asked if that meant the swarm
might be -ending, Hill said. "I
think :that's everybody's first
g uess."
If so, he said, it probably means
"whatever process was driving
this thing has reached equilibrium
and stopped ) at least for the moment. Then our concern would fall
back down."
But, he added, even if the
$WatIll ended, "Our long-term
concern would not change.- Last

May the USGS issued a "notice of
potential volcanic hazard" - the
lowest of three official levels of
eoneesn -40r Mie-aeest4.7
While ihe.swarrn continues. Hill
said, "The chancel of this
developing into something are
greater than when there are no
earthquakes."
The smaller quakes have not
caused. any damage: but two
modesate tremors that jolted the
area Thursday evening knocked
out power for several hours, collapsed a hangar onto a private
airplane and tossed merchandise
from store shelves.
Small tremors have been hitting
this snow-covered resort on the
eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada
200 tildes east of San Francisco at
a rate of 30 to 40 an hour.

Lawsuits...
SCoatiased From Page 11
through parole and transfers to
other facilities.
And on Jan. 1, in accordance
with the consent decree, all
prisoners at the penitentiary were
placed in one-man cells.
Johnstone will resume trying
the lawtuits on Jan. 20. The first
case to be tried was filed by Benny
Shaffner, who has been paroled
from Eddyville and now is in
federal 'prison at Terre Haute,
Shaffner, 51, distributed a written statement last week that said
the problem of inmate litigation
arose because people "do not care
how your prisons are run." People
"should remember that we are
put in prison as punishment, not to

be punished and abused at the
whim ot those people that you
employ."
Four attorneys have been given
contracts for $30,000 each to represent the state through June 30, Ms.
Capper said. They are Leslie atterson, Ed Henry and Shirleytunningham, all of Lexington, and Ed
Logan of Frankfort.
Patricia Welker and Oliver
Barber, both of Louisville, represent the inmates.
The amounts sought by the inmates range from a "few hundred
dollars to millions." said Barbara
Willett Jones, also an attorney for
the Corrections Department.

Airplane accident
takes life of one,
Three arrests mode injures three others
in connection with
By The Associated Press
A woman was killed and three
Murray auto theft people
were injured -one of them
Three arrests have been made
in Vienna, Ill., in connection with
a car stolen in Murray Friday.
According to Police Detective
Charles Peeler, the car; owned by
Barbara Hendon, Rt. 4, was taken
from the parking lot of First
United Methodist Church on
'-Maple Street Friday around noon.
Thomas Karam*, 18, Murray:
Christopher Ling, 19. address
Unknown; and one juvenile were
• apprehended Saturday in Vienna
where they are now in custody.
AU three suspectes waived extradition and are awaiting
transportaion to Murray.
_
•

Sheriff's deport,ent
reporti
break-in Saturday-

MUDDY NATTER — Weise flicard. S. of Holyoke,
Wei with his dog ItioNidi in a middy kt user hk

•takes a

;remoter decided
to hi
opleillearryli

SO a pair of boot liners ter tb.web,

boots.
•

(AP Lieselbilo)

seriously - when a propeller
snapped loose and sliced through
the fuselage of an airliner after it
skidded into a snowbank at a Minnesota airport,authorities said.
In two other unrelated accidents, the Coast Guard wai
searching today for the occupants
of • plane that crashed off the
North Carolina coast after colliding with an Air Force jet. And
three people whose aircraft ditched and sank in the Pacific Ocean
off Oahu were reported in good
condition after their rescue Sundey night.
Redmond Tyler, a spokesman
for Republic Airlines In Minneapolis, said a twin-engine, propjet Camels MO went Mat of control
about 7:46 pm.Sunday while landing on a snow-covered runway at
Brainerd, a resort community in
north-central Minnesota.
Both propellers were torn loose
from the Illiglass and me whipped

Calloway County Slieriff David
Salentine reports one count of
breaking and entering in the coun- through the forward part of the
ty this weekend.
fuselage,authorities said.
Balentine reports th
.
at.
It Nimrod both kip. from •
sonsetiele after 4 p.m. Saturday
passenger, idaing her, and sliced
someone apparent* entered the one toot from a girl, aitherities
Mena of OW Erwin, Route 4. mkt Burgeons who amputated
Several items were
more of the girl's right foot mid
missing trim the house mad
she was in serious candela&
Cadillac was taken from the airTwo other passengers Were
=
residence,according to taken to a hospital where one was
reported In good condition while
No swede
. _ham been made and the other was treated and releasthe inddest is under investigation ed. officials said.
by the sherilre department and
The plane carried 30 passengers
. theslide police.
_
and a crew of throe.Tyler said.

r
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Soviet summit
1963 dawns with a Soviet call for a summit
meeting in the new year.
Soviet leader Yuri Andropov wrote Hearst
newspaper editor Joseph Kingsbury-Smith. The
Soviet leadership has always believed summit-level
contacts to be a very effective method of developing
relations between states. We continue to be of this
opinion."
State D'spartment spokesman Alan Romberg
responded
As we said before, a carefully
prepared summit will be something which would-be
considered if it would appear to be likely to produce
fruitful results."
The Soviet appeal, like President Reagan's call
for summitry last year, is a publie-relations stunt to
cover up the lack of progress in arms talks and the
increasingly chilly relations.
It would be nice to schedule a summit meeting
'betaieen leaders in order to pressure the
bureaucracies of the superpowers to come up with
workable arms reductions - to say nothing of the
e&r issues that divide us. But the danger of a summit meeting without prior agreement is a no-holdsbarred meeting oropponents - something between
a Hollywood sneak preview ands Russian circus.
The chaotic Khrushchev-Kennedy summit of 1961
was believed to have led Khrushchev -*to
underestimate Kennedy's mettle and put Soviet
missiles in Cuba. The resulting missile crisis led the
world to the brink of nuclear war, and the facedown
provoked-th Soviet nuclear arms buildup.
In 1983, the world is a more dangerous place to
live in than at any time in human history. The
nuclear arsenals are larger. So is the distrust bet-.
weerileaders.
Lessening that danger, by arms control
and better-understanding -between;
leaders,'must be the *first priority of policy, not
public relations.
We will know that progress is being made when
feeders stop jamming our ears with empty calls for
summit meetiggs" and do the behind-the-scenes
work necessary to reach arms agreements that will
lead to a summit in action, not words.

capitol conversation

by sy ramsey

What's the constitution between friends?
There
FRANKFORT. Ky. AP
is: a cynical old Kentucky saying
"What's the constitution -between
friends"
The strong implication is that the
1892 document is outdated and a hindrance to progress, so why adhere to
its letter and spirit'
The latest example of many in
which the constitution has been ignored, skirted or bent out of original
intent might be in the confusing calls
• for special sessions made" by Gov.
Joan Y. Brown Jr.
Brown first called a special session
for his flat rate income tax proposal
for Monday, Jan. 10. Then the governor changed his mind and amended
Llapersornetime in March.
n some Renablieans saCiirthis
could not be done validly, and when it
looked dis if it would cost taxpayers
another $31,000 to Meet on Monday:
expediency took over-

thozi

The Legislature cut short its Jourday organizational session to three
days, the governor is.sued another
special session call for the Friday
preceding the original Monday date.
and the General Assembly quickly
met and adjourned the special SeSmon
Presto, the taxpayers,were saved
the expense of another session day,
with the majority Democrats praising what they called flexibility and
commonsense.
And now only some Republicans.,
claiming the constitution still is.
supreme, plan to come to Frankfort
Monday and try to organize a
quorum, hold the originally-planned
short session and adjourn without
pay.
And the GOP aLso may file a .
lawsuit on the ground that Brown
violated the state constitution by changing the session date-

An attorney general's opinion ails()
has conic into the verbal fray'While
suggesting that the original call inu.st
be observed, it also said there are not
court precedents to follow and labeled the tiff 'a 1eIllpeSt in a teapot '•
The overshadowing factor in all the
rhetoric, of course. is the constitution, drawn up by Kentuckians who
were in part disgusted with the robber barons' down
.nation of the
legislature and gave the governor
more power
-The problem in a nutshel IS that
we 'operate under an artilali' 4'011
John I ion,,
Silthtloll.•• state Sen
Hays, 14-Pikeville. said last Fridai
during a flow of partisan t orator% in
that chamber
There were_ many things not.fore.
seen by those 10141 drew up the tot u
ment during horse-and-bugg% ,lays.
such as inflation arid the need . for
enlarged capacity to issue-honets • '
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Better year for freedom
What with economic recessions and trade tariffs,
hot and lukewarm wars, global errorism and
domestic violence, the nations of .the world experienced a pretty. darnel year. One optimistic
note, however, was sounded in the annual survey
from Freedom House! 1982 was a better year for
freedom than 1981.
The human rights group. reported that despite
major declines in human rights in Poland and
Ghana, significant advances were made in Bolivia
and Honduras. Indeed the gains registered in Latin
America are striking as compared with other
regions.
"In the underdeveloped world, it is in the
Americas that democratic traditions are most firmly grounded," said Raymond D. Gastil, director of
the survey. "The hemisphere has never been freer
than it is in 1982-83."
Bolivia and-Honduras shifted from military dictatorships to civilian governments in 1982'. Bolivia
moving from "not free" column to free status and
Honduras stepping up from "partly free" to free.
Another noticable if not spectacular plus was evident in the Dominican Republic. Among major
Latin American counties, only Chile showed stagnation or retreat on the human rights front.
In Poland, of course, it as a far different story. A
"partly free" nation moved to the "not free" column. The survey lamented that martial law crushed the media, dissolved the independent trade union
movement, imprisoned dissidents and weakened
the independent voice of the Catholic church.
Africa became an even darker continent. by
Freedom House's yardstick, when a military coup
in Ghana destroyed representative government and
a free press and Kenya became a one-party state in
which the right to dissent was officially denied.
Measuring overall gains, the survey noted that 1.6
billion people or 36.3 percent lived in free nations in
1982, as compared with 35.9 percent in 1981; 918
million or 20 percent reside "partly free," compared with 19.3 percent. Both sets of figures are
blighted by the harsh fact that 2.2 billion people, or
43.6 percent of the total,still are deprived of liberty
anctbasic'human rights.
Every gain is to be applauded but the stark reality is that freedom remains a blessing enjoyed by onl a slight majority of the world's population. There
Is yet no cause for celebration.
(Reprinted - by permission of The Indianapolis
_Star)
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What price for foodsafety?
Al'
VISAI.IA,
entOrt'ClIlent .11.1S Inure ULM ttlpirol in
or her income for food compared to
Everybody wants clean and safe
the past deplete The ;Jilin to
16 percent a few years ago, he said
food samples they test-each !,1-.11" for
food, but how much are we willing to
About a third of the retail cost of
pesticide residues represent up to
pay for it"
food re-presents the gross price paid
percent of the sainples taken by all A
That was a question discuased
to tamiers, and more than half the
states and is nearly as many samples
recently at a forum here on food saferemainder covers labor costs for proas the Food and 1/rug Administration
ty.
cessing, transpbrtation and
tests, she said
Tim Wallace, an agriculture
marketing, he said:
N13. Jones said people who -fear
economist with the University of
there is no bad guy
California, noted that rats and mice
that something 15 wz nog -with their
Wallace said. "Maybe the way we
nibble on grain stored in the
food should study how long pesticides
are evolving, we are coming to a
Midwest, and he said people would be
place where food is going to have to - used on crops take to degrade anti
how likely the consumer is to be ex"surprised at the number of mseet
assume a higher cost in our society "
posed to the' chen orals " -parts" in ketchup.
Thatis where the question of safety
a
Mickey George, a Tulare County
Yet people who regularly eat bread
and cost come in Much of the discusfruit grower and patliVr.-qUCStioneti
orapread ketchup on their food stay
sion at the forum centered on
whether scientific ability to detect .
healthy, he said.
reaching a baladee in using
chemical tesidue`levels of less Bum
pesticides to produde bountiful crops
"If we say we don't want anything
one part per billion had brought an
in the food we eat - animals.
while-preventing harm to people and
equal. ability "its understand what
rodents, pesticides - the cost of prothe environment
those lerit)vb mean
California has the nation's toughest
cessing food could become quite
George_ defended ' judicious use of
pesticide regulations, said I on
high," Wallace said. "If it doesn't
agricultural chemicals" to provide
Johnston, assistant pest managehurt us, do we really want to
plenUful crops, but at the same tune,
ment chief for the state Department
eliminate it"
he said. "farmers must take Eyer:it
of Food and Agriculture, and Pamela
Wallace said the issue of cost is imreasonable precaution to protect-Jones, director of the Council for the
portant because Americans are spepworkers, consumers and the envirtaiAlliance of Food and Fiber
ding a greater share of their income
ment."
Ms Johnston said the number of
to feed themselves. The average U S
consumer now pays 20 percent of his
state employees involved,in pesticide

washington today
When President Reagan sends Congress his new budget late this month.
he'll be proposing a course that will
hold-through much of the campaign
for the White House in 1964.
In the process, the Democrats may
come away with custody of an issue
that once was Reagan's the soaring
federal deficit.
The president used to hammer at
them over deficit spending back in
the days when he was promising
balanced budgets soon He still
blames their spending, not his' tax
cuts and defense budget, for much at
the deficit problem. But even Ins
allies acknowledge that tactic won't
work in the next campaign.
Reagan's closest friend in Congress, Sen. Paul Laxalt of Nevada.
calls the prospective deficits terrifying. Congressional Republicans
rebelled at the size of the deficit projected by the administration budget
for the current budget Year and
helped force changes that whittled It
down a bit - in theory. The compromise budget approved by Congress included a deficit projected at

by waiter r. mears
$104 billion. The adrnirustration now
expects a =00 billion deficit when the
year ends next Sept. 30.
The new budget will be for the year
that begins Oct. 1., 1983, runs until
Sept. 30, 1984. and so covers most of
the presidential campaign season A
year ago. Republicans were struggling to get the projected deficit below
$100 billion. Administration projections of the likely deficit in the new
budget now range up to $220 billion.
The record deficit before Reagan
came to office was $66 billion.
The numbers now In prospect are
politically unacceptable, particularly for the administration of a consee
vative Republican who once said that
accepting deficit spending was like
embracing a pig
So Reagan is pledged to do
something about it But he hasn't yet
said what. The ingredients are exactly those that have compounded his
and
deficit dilemma even since he
took charge He
Reaganomics
doesn't want to increase taxes, he
does want to increase defense spending. and he wants to curb the cost of
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Mrs Fli:abeth .11itimason has hi-I'll
appointed to head the publicit3. corn
millet. for the 1'ra.1 fund catopaign list
March of Dilutes for Infant ii.-

t1;s
Is reported in, Ili& Mrs NetPalr)ii-sil:'
tie Alice I ion, an. ;1
4laughter of
Miss [Allan
Mr and Mrs Etigat 'toddle. and
Ilafford Gilbert. son of Mr and Mrs
Walter Gilbert. were married
at ponrith. Miss
fr
Births reported include a At% to
Mr and Mrs. Harold .Is it and a girl
to Mr anti Mrs It'll) Felts. both on
Jan 2. a boy to Mr and Mrs Glen
Smith- taxi, -a- htty-to Sir and Mrs
Itobert Farless, both on .lan 4, and a
boy tirirpr and Mrir Eugene Peal:
Jan
A Christian Workers• Training
SC1111111 will la. Jan 26 tt 3t1 at First
Methodist('hurch. Murray-. Miss I..ittye Stater will be the ti;lin of the
school, at-turtling to the Bev l'aul
Lyles. church pastttr

domestie programs.
Reagan plans to propose some $30
billion in social spending ruts. House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr says
that is not going to happen
O'Neill, like more than a few
Republicans, wants to curtail theToday is Monday. Jan 10, the- tenth
defense budget Reagan has not ruled
that ourtnitrety, but nimbi theft'can day of 1983 There are 35$ days left in
be no cuts below the level of national the' year
Today's highlight inhistory
. •
safety, which leads directly to the
On Jan 10. 1946. the United Nation;
familiar debate over how much
General Assembly convened_ in Londefense is enough
But Reagan's preferred target is don
On this date:
'domestic spending, particularly the
. In 1776, American revolotionary
entitlement• programs,- under which
published his hif)uenthe government makes payments to Themes
invidivals in line with formulas set by nal pamphlet "Common Sense
In 1920, the League of Nations was
lawslhat don't have to be renewed .
Reagan said his objective is a established as the Treats! 'of Verbudget that meets human and sailles went into effect
*
In 1928, the Soviet government
defense needs, treats people fairly.
and moves towarfkbalance. The hard ,otdered, the. exile of Bolshevik
•
part is fitting all three into one pioneer 1 sson Trotsky
In 1979, the surgeon general of the
package.
And this year's budget,problem is United States said there was "overlikely to be a major political issue as whelming evidence" that smoking
the lines are drawn for the 1984 causes even more death and diseas
than originally believed.
presidential campaign.
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Bell-Shults vows solemnized

Gorden
Deportment
has meeting

Mr..and Mrs.Jimmy D.
Bell of Murray announce
the marriage of their
daughter. Janne Kay. to
Travis Lemur Shuns,
The Garden Departson of Dr. and Mrs.
ment of the Murray
Newell Mack Shults of
Woman's Club had a Veers de Sargana.Brazil.
workshop at 'its :e
The Rev. Calvin
December meeting at the
Wilkins performed the
clubhouse.
double ring ceremony on
Doris Cella conducted
Saturday, Dec. 16, at the
the workshop on "Making
home of the bride's
Grapevine Wreaths • for
parents. Family
Christmas "
members were present.
A guest was Sally Crass
Mrs. Tammie
who gave instructions on
Zacheretti, sister of the
how to make dough holibride, was her only attenday gifts
dant.
The thought for the day
Marcellus Shults,
was given by Myrtle
brother of the groom, was
Douglas
the best man.
A potluck luncheon was
A reception followed
CIVITAN SPEAKER — Dr. Martha Erwin, left, chairman of the Department
served at noon
the
ceremony at the Bell
Nursing.
University,
Murray
of
State
checks
the
beat
pulse
Wayne
Williams.
of
a
Hostesses were
home.
Frances Galloway. chair- member of Murray Civitans and governor of Kentucky Civitans. Observing the
The new Mrs. Shults is
man. Mimi Jordan. heartbeats is John Emerson of Murray Club who also is secretary of the Kentucky District of Civitan International. Dr. Erwin spoke about "The Effect of the granddaughter of
Pauline Parker, Dr
Onis Beach and the late
Halene Visher. Barletta Personality On Your Heart" at the avitan Club meeting Thursday at the Family
Mrs. Beach and of Mrs.
Wrather and Lois Sam- Restaurant. She discussed the seriousness of coronary problems in our 'society
Ben
Bell and the late Mr.
individuals
how
and
discipline
can
themselves
protect
to
heart.
the
mons
Bell, all of Murray.
Mr. Shults is the grandson of Mrs. Prink Minor
and the late Mr. Minor of
ie VER. TENN
conipasses
inanagement Princeton. Ind., where Jonesville, Va.. and of the
Cumberland Health
Leading cheers in high Ag„eney based in of tube feeding, catheter she InterViewed. • hired late Mr. and Mrs. J.M.
school is not like cheering Nashville. Tenn.
care, gastrostomy tubes and discharged nursing Shults of Cleveland.
Tenn.
-seniors in a nursing
At that agency Mrs and tracheotomy elite:.
personnel.
The -couple spent a
home, but the new Direc- Watson supervised home
Mrs Watson noted that
Throughout her career short wedding trip at
tor of Nursing at Manor health, care in Stewart, teaching, instruction and
t Lake Barkley State_,:.
_counseling_ p,atients: she has maintained
01.•--_,Dovefr7.4injoys Hosistowend -Hurnishreye
_
.
Resort Perk.
both
-families play a big par!, in
Mr.
that
and
she
Mrs.
acquired
Shults
as
.
a
Marian Watson.
the success of home
cheerleader at Shawnee both attended Murray registered nurse, formerhealthcare cases
of Murray, received
At Murray, Mrs, Wat- High School, Wolf lake, State University.
The groom now is servthe appointment as
son worked for Murray- III
ing
with the United States
Director of Nursing for
Callo.way County
In 1977 she worked for
Tennessee's newest num_
497644, Murray State -University Air Force at Lackland
-14osp41,44 mg Nome. The appointsubstituting for the direc- Student Health Service in Air Force Bait, Texas.
Mr. ond Mrs. Travis Lomoor Shults
ment to the post at the 68tor of the' convalescent/- family. counseling and
bed facility was made by
geriatric unit . on the planning. She graduated
Jacob Cureton, the addirector's days off
from Murray State in 1969
ministrator The home
Mrs. Watson :was with a WS in Nuriing
opens this month
responsible , for nursing She attended grammar
"My main love is in
administration of a 56- school at Grand Tower.
nursing and caring for
bed skilled nursing unit at
...Murray Art Guild will have its regular monthly
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
senior. citirens." Mrs.
meeting on Tuesday, Jan. 11, at 6:30 p.m. at the art
will play Tuesday. Jan. 11. from 11 a.m. to 12:30
Watson Mild
guild, located at 103 North Sixth St. Dick Jackson
p.m. at Kenlake Tennis Cener...The group will meet
She conies to Manor
will hold a critique at the meeting, according to a
at 10:30 a.m. at Dakota Feedi and Grain to go to
Marian Watson, R
!louse from the Midguild spokesman who urges all members and inKenlake.
The Westwood 4-H Club flag
counties as assistant
tereited
persons to attend.
The lineup is as follows. Court One — Cecelia
met
Tuesday,
Dec
21,
at
director of program serMembers answered the
Brock, Cathy Mattis, Alice Rouse and Cindy Dunn;
vices.. She coordinated the home -of the club's roll call by telling what
Court- Two — Vickie Holton, Renee Wynn, Jennifer
skilled and personal care leader. Alice Like
they would like for
Hewlett
Mass Karen Alexander Christmas. Gifts were esand Pat Weatherly.
services.
Group B of ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
Home health care in- was the guest speaker changed and games were will play Thursday, Jan. 13, from 9:30 to 11:30
a.m.
cludes care done in a pa- She is a home economics _ played.
at Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet at
teacher
in
Jacksonville,
tient's home rather than
45 a.m. at home of Marilyn Adkins to go to
Free blood pressure tests will be given for Senior
Miss"McCa Bon and
a hospital. This en- Fla She gave a very inKenlake.
Substitutes will be Bobby Weatherly,
Citizens at the Hazel Community Center on WednesMiss Todd prepared and
tereStiflit talk about her 4Cathy Young, Judy Latimer and Gaye Haverstock.
day, Jan. 12. Tests will be given from 10 a.m. to 1
II
She show- served brunch as a part
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Vickie
p.m., according to Annette Burnham, director of
44-1ffilid}. of her trophies of a special breakfast
Baker, Gayle Foster, Vicki Miller and Marilyn
HazekSertior Citizens. Lunch will be served at 11:43
and explamea to the project.. Each member Adkins;
CENTER
Court Two — Norma Frank, Janice Howe,
8.171
group how they two Could contributed something to Becky
Wilson and Agnes Payne.
U
he
brunch.
win awards
Beth McCallon, vice
Those present were
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern
president, introduced Mrs. Like, Miss AlexStar
will meet Tuesday, Jan. 11, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Miss Alexander Mary ander, Miss MiCallon.
The Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club
lodge hall, located on Highway 121 at Johnny
Anne----Todit—president, Mary Anne Todd, will meet Tuesday, Jan. 11. at 7 p.m. at the club
Robertson Road. Pam Alexander is worthy matron
presided. Laura Shouse Krishna Todd. Linda house. Kathy Newton will direct the program on
and Rickey Alexander is worthy patron.
led the 4-H pledge and Shouse, Rosetta Todd, "Dance to Fitness."
Rope
Kristina Todd led the taunt Shouse, Ken ConHostesses will be Marcia Hendren,Susie. Malone.
rano& cantor 753-3314
Salhar
pledge to the Amencan ley and Rebecca Todd..
Cindi Cohoon and Nikke Blanchard.
is
Events are planned Wednesday. Jan. 12. at First
Presbyterian Church. Choir practice will be at 6
celebrating
p.m., Youth Group at 6:30 p.m. and Session meeting
1983
at 7:30 p.m., all on Wednesday.

Former Marray nurse named director

dat
ebook
Art guild will meet .

Tennis play Tuesday

Westwood club meets

Tennis ploy Thursday

Free tests to be given

eight N

Koppos plan meeting

Eastern Star will meet

Longer'

Events scheduled
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Mr. and Mrs. Phillip J. Owens, 1507 Danbury,
Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Lauren
Paige, weighing six pounds eight ounces, measuring 204 inches, born Friday. Dec. 31, at MurrayCalknway'County Hospital. The mother, the former
Barbara Goetz, is on leave as registered nurse at
the local hospital. The father is fire marshall for the
city of Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Goetz
and Mr. and Mrs. Miles Freeman,all of Owensboro.
Greet-grandmothers are Mri. Mary Frances Clark
and Mn.Ruth Boyle, both of Owensboro.

Bozzell placed on list
Charles H. Hassell, son of Mr. and Mts. Howard
Balsa. Murray,has been placed on the President's
List at Freed-Hardeman College, Henderson,
'Tenn.,for the 11112 fall semester. He is a senior majoring in Bible at the college.
To be eligible for the President's List,•full-time
student must earn a 3.30 or above grade paint
average based on a 4.00 scale. Freed-Hardeman Ija
fully accredited,senior dhristian college.

Dining Roos Suites, Clocks
Oriental bp,Pictures
Living Roos Suites, Accessories .
Every** in Stock
Sale Ends Jan. 22
We Deliver, Financing Available
•
,

4
I

NTERIORS

10th & Chestnut 753-1474
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I III II Hie % I .1%, II 104.1 14 & I IM1s
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Couple married for65 years
Mr and Mrs.' Clifton
Arthur Jake Mason, RI
7 , Mayfield. were married 65 years on Nov 26
The couple was married by Squire Thacker on
Nov
26, 1917, in
Dukedom. Term
- Mrs. Mason known as
"Aunt Grace" is the
daughter of the late
Monre and Vettie
Gallernore
Mr. •• Jake"
remembers they had a
flat on their way home
and their wedding dinner
consisted of chocolate
drops and horehound candy.
Mrs. Mason resides at
Westview Nursing Home.
Mr. Mason still lives on
their Calloway County
farm.
Mr. and Mrs Mason
have no children, but
have many friend*.

Undergraduate evening classes scheduled
Four undergraudate
evening classes will be offered during the spring
semester at Murray State
University by the Department al
,Graphic-- Arts
Technology/Printing
Management
. Dr Thomas Gray.
chairman, listed these
courses,' which Carry
three semester hours of
credit each
Mondays
(;AT 359.
rir"blication
Photography, to meet
from 6 to 9 p m..
Tuesdays
(;AT
.lundamentals of
Photography.. to meet
from 6 to 9 p m GAT 353.
Offset litho::raphic Pro-

tesse, to ntlet from 5 30
to9.30p.m..
Wednesdays
GAT
150. Graphic Conununicabons. to meet'from 6 to 9
p.m. .
The Wednesday class
meets for the first time
Jan 19, while both the
Monday and Tuesday
classes begin me-ting the
week of Jan 24A summary of each
class follows
GAT 359
The course
deals with the
photographic requirements• for yearbooks, annual reports.
magazines, newspapers
and other publications

An arranged laboratory
is required. with lab work
conststing of
photographic
assignments, film processing and print making

presses, with an arranged laboratory required

GAT IOC
The course
surveys niethods of producing printed nude-nal,
It deals with printing provesses. de'mgn. la% out
GAT 250
The course platernaking. image
deals with black-and- generation, t)pesetting
white photography. and the development of
primarily utilizing the 35 present day .mettiods of
mm camera It covers seraphic communication.
cameras, film, ex- limited laborators
posures, film processing. tivaies are incorp..r.ord
making prints and other into the course
information. Laboratory
Students may _registr•r
work is required,stab the
for HIV l'ourNeN iii t t
time to be arranged
University Center fraii 8
GAT 353
The course a III tut .1 .10 11111 .1.111 I;
deals with theory and or 18 or front 0 to : p iii
operation of offset Jan P.+, 20. 24 oi

Community calendar
Monday,Jan. 10
Murray -Calloway.
Camera Club will meet at
p in in annex of
Calloway Public library

Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Arthur(Joke) Mason

Board hearing scheduled
on injected contraceptive
WASHINGTON I AP,
A Food and Drug Administration board

Colts and Fillies 4-H
Horse Club will meet at 7
p in at Carmen Pavilion
_
Murray Affiliate of Nabona! Hairdressers
meet at 6.30 p.m. at National Beauty Supply
House. Uncle Jeff's Shopping(enter

Tuesday,Jan 11
Wednesday , Jan 12
will meet at 7 30 p in with luta Hutson at 1 30
with Mrs Dan %Keel p in
with program by Betty
Hale
Murray -Calloway.
County Ministerial
Murray Star Chapter Association will meet at 1
No 433 Order of the p in in conference room
Eastern Star will meet at of Murray -Calloway
7 30 p.m at lodge hall
County Hospital
•
_
- • -HomemalCers Clubs
Grandparents Day for
will meet as follows Col- Grades 1. 3 and 5 will be
dwater with MSher- at East, North and
wood Potts., I'
.4L1,. Road Southwest Elementary
with Mattie Lee Buster at Schools Reservations for
.
lua
•
lunch at $1 10 per person
should be made no later
Kappa Department of than Tuesday at 3 p in
Murray Woman ..s Club
•
will Meet at 7 p Hi at ••lilt)
Free- blood pressure
cheeks will be given for
Senior Citizens at Ilazel
Circles of First United Community Center (non
Methodist Church 10 a in to 1 p iii

-

•

Douglas Cenb-n
Open

for

14111

be

.16#,Y ales

Senior(firolll
III to '1 111

'Loss

1.1111,

SO11'41114'41 lho inert ;gi

p in at Sir 1..111 Ste,. had,.'
t: v e t
t.- Fii st
Presbyter lain 111111 l t h will
be (-Nor practi. ,•t
P lii , youth group at r; 30
grin and session ineettnr
at 7 30 p is

market,
The dectsion is ,ex-pected to have internaNorthside• 14?tptist
tionatinipart, Sines some
hdrtt-11-iiptilitT Young
i
tegi
r::1t nations that haVerit apts
odsa
a,
df
nyferan
m
ariit:i rh..c:thle
Circles of First Umbs1
should permit use of a proved the drug's use cite- Women will meet at ;
1ettirrilist
h it III
three-month Injected eqn- the Muted States' reluc- p In at home of Ann
meet as •.f It I th tk •
Salmon
traceptive that some say tance to clear it for use
WeNle
it Rh DI
lrt•
Hattie Lee Galloway
Koener-kr• at:p iii 1(11111
Consumer
and feminist WMC of
but which Opponents
Wilson at l+Iirt ii .ini
Westside Baptist
charge has been linked to groups oppose use of the Church will meet at 7
Hannah wit ti
drug,
while government p ni at
cancer.
James. both at ; top fp
church
aimencies and hi
or it
11141tri.try
5
Rmulkgnu , UTIF-fiTtins"-- Alter -Water -—
Depo-Provera. is
available in 84 countries Some of those favoring meet at 7 30 p in at with Eloise King. Bessie Barber
.
and used by 1,5 million use of Dep-Provera as a Health l'enter, North Tucker with Eleanor
women,-but it has run into- contraceptive maintain it Seventh .and olive Diuguid and Mary leona
Frost with Marie t rum).
•
opposition in the United helps prCvent, 'rather Streets
- 14tioNV11.1.E. lint cut tre recalls was Bo;
all at 9 30 a ni ". Faith
States since the FDA pro- than causes,cancer.
•
AP _
/ew_e_v Fetter Mohawk__
Sigma Depot-Sitwell- 44-- loran at church at 21r1n
posed allowiiii(iffi use in
—1-Air1e" -lei Moore
.a sure was of
At -NC hearings, the Murray Woman's Club is
-I gave two or thus, ,pf
1974.
remembering when he thOtir In,iisni haircut.$'
Agency for International schesjuled to meet at 730
Mothers Morning out eut -his
The FDA public inquiry. Development will present p in at
ftesU twitd rif-tiair - -he said
It. was- tike
clubhouse__
will be at 9 a in at First
board may take as long two studies which say the
as a professional
rooster's comb,
United
Methodist
Church
as- it wants to consider- a benefit-risk ratio of lie's,-' My youngest boy's Ott ,Befor
Aerobic Exercise will
r• he it 'ii lii
recommendation after • Provera is favorable The • be at
years
old. and I was a answer a request
7:30 p-in at First
.foi a
Group
I
of
First
Baptist
Lexie Moore recently with the Murray - hearing evidence. FDA World Health Organiza- United Methodist
Church Church Women will meet barber before _he was Mohawk, though, Fetter
Commissi
graduated from the Bar- Calloway County AmNer Arthur • tion also hacks the drug's
born:: said Fetter. 84 All a kWh!
•
•
%end
thus'
iiiig
with Novella. Morgan at 9 told,
bizon School of Modeling bulance Service. They Hull Hayes Jr. will'rnake use as a contraceptive, as
Fetter figures he has man Promo to
. Tuesday. Jan. 11
obtain
his
•
in
and Acting at Nashville, have one daughter, the final ruling on the does the International
six decades of esBoard of I areetors of
:Wittier's
1- 1111•Ni.)Ii
drug's fate in the Plauned Parenthood Calloway Chapter of
Tenn.
Cherie Denise,3.
They looked awful,'" he
Murray Duplicate P'7
Mrs. Moore now will be
Mrs. Moore is the lucrative American Federation
4
1enle
u-in I was a kid. I Sari'
American Red Cross will
Bridge
Club
•
will meet at 7 always wanted to-be
qualified -for professional daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
meet at 4 p.m at
a
p m at Gleason Hall. barber,"
[trough thismodeling. For the Bar- Daythel Turley of Murhe said
supCalloway - Public Library
North
12th and Payne pose it was more
!bough. the regolat hair
bizon graduation her ray.
ready
Coldwater Baptist Streets For information
clothes were sponsored
She is a graduate of
money than anything I cut and trim hay e c
Church Women will meet call -489-r-44 or 753-8345.
by the Body Shop in Calloway County High
always thought it was married popular tor mato,
at 7 p in at church.
Hickory Hollow Mall of School and employed as
kind of a clean job, and I of Fetters i ustorner s
Alcoholics
A
•-mous
Nashville.
nursing assistant at
always liked to meet pen.- like a hairrin where it'll
BOSTON t API
A material that's- really
WMU of Sinking Spring will meet at 8 p in in
She is the wife of Owen Murray-Calloway County discovery that natural, causing the problem"
ple There's hardly shave over the cal . lip
Baptist Church will meet western portion of
Moore who is employed Hospital.
anyltr
hke ing about it I don't it up in the back ari.11,-.1Ye
germ-killing poisons in- - --Results of the research, at 10
a.m at charch.
livestock and Exposition
the sides full It's twill a
the body can cause . conducted at
t'enter
standard
for y eat • •
Well, tie takes that
genetic damage may also Massachusetts General
Cub Scout Pack-5; will
Fetter twean bai bei ine
bark Ile doesn't care to
help explain why Hospital, were published meet
at Carter School .. Bethel Baptist Bible
give shaves Mostly in Warrick County. Siam
smokers get lung cancer. in the Jan. 6th issue of the lym
at 7 p.m.
Study will be at 6 p in at because
.doctors have concluded.
New England Journal of
you can't make stay nights in Net% but gli.
home of David. Cunn- much
•
Ii.- moved to Pelter and
Medicine.
money
doing it
PINEVILLE, Ky. 1API
Thompson obtained
White blood cells proElm Grove Baptist ingham. Utterback Road
White blood cells called
sCol
-I can cut it head of N'ankeetown Itch
- Five ministry students money from the First duce toxic oxygen coinChureh Women will meet
mg
in
Ilesinville,
phagocytes
turn
where
hair
ordinary
he
in
about
the
same
here are taking turns Baptist Church and put pounds to kill bacteria.
at 1 30 p.m.
-"Singles Class will meet time I can
shave a man," -had a shop for about 45
riding -shotgun" in city . the . man up in a motel and other harmful oxygen into hydrogen
- at 7 p.m. at Seventh and said
Fetter, who got a lot years before he moved to
police cars at night ire a overnight so he could rest foreign substances. peroxide. superoxide
BYW of Wesiside Bap- Poplar Church of Christ
anions and hydroxyl
requests for shaves his present location
Of
program aimed at mak- and continue his journey Researchers say people
tist Church will meet at
--- bark when they were 15 Noaadays, he's ha+ k to
who have lingering infec- radicals when they attack home of Patsy Neale at 7
ing the officers' jobs the next day.
Senior Citizens ar- cents and
genus. These poisonous
barbering part time
tions
easier..
may risk cancer
City Police Chief David
tivilies will be at 9 30 quarter haircuts were a he IS unwilling to- giveButit
substances destroy the in- p.m. The volunteers, who Hoskins said he was hap- From their constant ex- vaders, but they also may
ilint at Dexter Center.
Over the years. he has tip entirely
Kentucky lake
posure to these poisons.
call themselves Night py with the program.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p in at done
_turn on the human body.
lust about
Chapter of American
nerd
(10t'SII't
OW
"It gives the public a
Doctors have long
Riders, accompany the
Hazel and Douglas everything
-When you get an infecthat can toe 1111)11
Ilt• rents 175
police each night of the chance to talk to someone noticed that people with tion, the white cells pro- Association of Medical Centers; from 10 a in to 3 done to
a head of hair acres of farmland
but
week from 6 p.m. until other than a uniformed lengthy infections are duce oxygen compounds Assistants will meet at p in at Ellis Center
'It's kind of unheard of it keteps hito bos‘
third floor
niidnight, except for officer," he said. "There more likely to get cancer, that kill the bugs that get 7:30._ p.m in-44---44411fillf---Biturray_Art Eau tilasil.1--tlaw-L_Eelier
but._
classf00114---ewednestray—a-ficref-may-.---arezeiot of-qttebtionsthat indudttig-Enokers. wntr -Th" your
y
iKat's Calloway
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the when I first started better than if I don't "
Hopital
County
arise,
especially
often
a
in
have
respiratory
inwhen they remain on call.
good for you." Weitberg
barbering. I cut two,. • Ile
•
North Sixth Street
(has. plan. for the
"Our main concern domestic disturbance, fections, such as bron- said :in an interview.
men's hair to every future. t6;1
Murray TOPS take off
that
chitis.
.
feel
we
maybe
a
"What we're saying is
right now is working with
wornan's
Wednesday,Jan. 12
If I Stay 111
Club
ii11
-People are having that they also may be bad Pounds sensibly
the police officers to minister can help more
He's gone the road health. luiigiong
will
meet
at
p
in
7
at
trouble
Thompson
formerly
showing
that
+
Homemake
t
it
rs Clubs,
for you. And after years
relieve stress and tenfrom crewcuts to flat me a barbel_ s pole 1 III
Health Center
actuarly
is
helped
the
operate
cara
cofwill
meet
as
follows
exposure
of
these
to
oision," said Larry L.
-Pacers at Jerry's tops tie even does a bit of lOnklnit ahead. thu-ri's 11,,
Thompson, a second-year feehouse ministry in cinogens in the smoke ygen products, one. may
Group
future in me waiting to
First
Chris1-of
that are causing the develop cancer."
Restaurant at 9:30 a.m.; styling these days.
student at Clear Creek Groton, Conn., that was
'But the strangest hair- quilt"
('WE
hen
Church
will
cancer,"
said
Dr.
Alan
B.
designed
"reach
to
Pottertown
out to
at Colonial,
In their study, the docBaptist School.
Weitberg, who directed tors grew hamster cells meet at 10 a in with House Smorgasbord at 10
The minister-trainees the alcoholics, dope sit 'the
study.
in test tubes and exposed Helen Bennett with pro- a.m.; New Concord at
can be useful in a variety diets and prostitutes." he
'People who snibke them to human white gram by Dr. David ROOS.Sirptn Stockade at II
said.
of situations encountered
"We're here because and have chronic bron- blood cells thaLhad been
a.m.; Harris Grove at
by police. Thompson
Group Ill of First Ellis Center at 1 am.;
we
care about people." he chitis have white cells activated with a
said They can provide
bathing their lungs every chemical Then they look- Christian Church CWF South Pleasant Grove
counseling in a domestic said. "Regardless of how day. Over the course
of ed at the genetic material
mean
rotten
or
anyone
dispute, or talk with an
many, many years, these of the hamster cells and
may
seem,
they
have
a
incoming prisoner chargactivated white cells may found that it had been
ed With public drunken- heart and soul that Christ be, producing the
damaged
wanta
"
MSS.
Our Tables Are Sit Up And Pocked Full
"We do it because we
Selected Items From Throughout The
Of
want to reach out to people," he said
Store.
On Saturday, the first
Slugs
or% _
night .ot the program.
XII° ea
Thompson rode along on
.,_
Sk•a°4
• a police chase that ended
and
In the arrest of three peoCO
ple on alcohol-related
charges.
After the suspects were
taken into custody, he
Ce6
a social worker
suitable lodging for
ite6
0\0
t‘
two minor children who
Supor
Its
Shop
—
our
solo
•
had been in the car
Another case involved
a man in his late 50a who
1401°
/met LASSIE
Enroll Now
had been riding a maneFurniture
Miirea..
cycle to the Veterans Ad*mob side MamieHwy 641 N.
MURRAY
Storewide
ministration Hospital- in
753-0129
GYMNASTIC
Johnson City, Tenn. and
was forced to pull off the
CENTER
road because of illness,
MOWN
17004:00 SO.1404:00
said Thompson.

orber Fetter continues
practice of trade at age of 84

Murroyon graduates

Study of germ-killing poisons
mode of genetic body damage

Clear Creek Baptist School students ride with policemen
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Pier 1 imports
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Up- To

75% Off
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Computers used to grant scholarships
NW YORK (API —

elsewhere. or inforrruiLion about scholarships
that a student couldn't
possibly qualify for
Donald Chenelle. Case.
Western Reserve University's director of financial
aid and undergraduate
admissions, gathered
materials from a number
of scholarship search
firms and concluded they
were, at best, identical to
informatioo.available for
free from guidance
counselors or finIncial
aid officers.
He said that in some
cases, the scholarship
sources provided by the
firms were either out of
date or inaccurate.
"My malor concern is
they're really ripping
people off Why should
you pay for something
readily available at a
good library" he said,
adding that such common
references as the
"College Blue Book."

"Even if your child has
never masteled anything
more complicated than
the game of TiddleViks.- the letter to
severit-thousand parents
and statists begins.
''somewhere, aanietime.
someone has set pp a
scholarship fund for Tiddlywinks players"
Scores of scholarship
search firms have grown
up across the country in
the past couple of years to
help students find out
what -scholarships or
grants they may qualify

dollars are so reitrictive
that, for example, you
have to be a hisilWy ma)or from a particular part
of a Mate to qualify for
A 'tidy of more than 40
student aid computer
search organizations
around the country
released in December by
the California Student
Aid Commission concluded there "appears to be
little matching of
students and aid
resources For example,
one student who applied
to an organization was

for, as government
sources of student aid
not eligible for 11 of the 18
have dried Up
sources listed •
The author of the TidThe study also cited an
dly winks letter is George
experiment by California
C Jordan Ill. president
Lutheran College in 1961. of one Of those firms,
82, in which the school
Scholarship Research of
contracted with National
America,!Amos, Mass
Scholarship Research
Jordan admitted in an
Service of San- Rafael.
interview that there realCalif . to give scholarship
ly wasn't a "Tiddlywinks
scholarship But he and "Scholarships, information to 90 students
others in the burgeoning Fellowships and Loans" with B average's or betscholarship search and the "Directory of ter Of those 90 students.
business say. that, armed Financial Aid to Higher
with enough information Education': provide
about a student's details about available
background and career financial aid
and education plans. they
"I'm not caStigating all
can use computers to search firms." said Joe
LOUISVILLE. Ky•
ma t4:11 students with Russo, director of fmare I Al')
Despite a federal
little-known scholarships cial aid at the University
report citing grays safety
they might qualify for
of Notre Dame. "but with violations as the reason
The firms (•harge fees the onslaught of the home
two men were killed in a
ranging from around $30 computer. basically
Knox County mine accito $AO Jordan charges anyone 4-an set up shop-as
dent in 1982, federal and
$60 And many , including a scholarship service •'
state mine agencies have
Jordan. offer a money•
For their part, search yet to punish anyone for
back guarantee to supply firms insist- that critics
the accident
students with a minimum misunderstand their misKilled in the Jan 5,
nurnber of scholarships sion
.1942, accident ;an Stony
they can OfiPly-foi
"We are a service com- Fork, about. 10
miles
FOr $45. Julius Brod- pany," said And Gaolsouth of Barbourville,
ha.A. president of roan. assistant to the
were Alfred II Gregory
Scholarship Resources (4 presah•nt of Academic
W
.Jr . 20 and
columbus, Ohio says, for Guidance Service of
example. that he rtilija Marlton, N J which sells
atch a partici-dal' Mal 4A, its computerired scholarstudent with the 'Golden ship data bast' to more
Plate Award... a 1600 than 100 114'ensers around By The Asaociated Press
scholarship from the food the country
Sixja•ople, in.
if
Nobody
set:: 4- industry for says students can't do it 11011y141.10d,
, 10•01111afl,
students interested in themselves, of that were killed ill traffic acfood servo e careers
Kentucky
guidance counselors 4 idents on
linelback says there ('ant help But we pro- highways this weekend,
are eVell scholarships for vide a service. like 118elt said state polite
h., can
pe((ple
prove Block does taxes "
The deaths raised the
des era front eithe-r
Still. some say that state's traffa• (14•Ath cotua
Union or ,ri'orifederate sear h firms entire to 13 for the year, comWar 1.i-ter/Inc
students and parents with pared to 25 for the same
• But some educators the long-shot chance that period last year
and at least one state "(talu•a:here there ought
State police said the
agen. y have questioned be an obscure source of auto in which Betty
the value of the service
financial aid that only Hamnier. 50, was riding
The central message
special types of students left Interstate 65, just outmany of thesit firms are (-an qualify for In reality , side of Grayson. Sunday
reputable. and can be of the chances of actually' and plunged over an entreal help to some getting such a scholar- bankment
students But some firms ship might be about as
Her husband. Michael
has e been found to supply good as winning a state Hammer, was taken to an
students with misin- lottery
Ashland hospital for
formation, information
''Very often,'' Itusso treatment of his injuries
readily available for free said. ' the scholarship
A Danville woman was

curler* ircraeri a fraor•MYi
i intCnttS
eill

only one received a
scholarship -- worth
62,0007
But the study also indicated that financial aid
officers may not be totally fair in their criticisms
of scholarship search
firms.
"It has been common
for financial aid administratiirs. to say.
'students can find out the
same information from
libraries.' Wiule that may
be true for students who
have access to libraries
that purchase up-to-date
reference books, it may
be a hollow alternative

lent *maw

Inspector Clouseau
won't be back anymore,
Peter Sellers, who played
the bumbling French
detective, died last year.
Happily for Blake Edwards.. the producer of
the previous five Panther
films going back to 1963,
there were enough
discarded film clips from
the earlier Panther
movies to make a sixth,
The Trail of the Pink
Panther. Sadly, this
latest Panther movie is
feeble and unfunny
for many students who
It's the worst Panther
are not so fortunate." the
movie by far. About
study said
halfway through, the plot
"At a time of proposed
involving Clouseau's atcutbacks and uncertainty tempt
to locate the stolen

in federal and state financial aid programs." it
continued. •'students
understandably want as
much information as
possible as quickly as
possible about other'
sources '

Pink Panther diamond is
scrapped and then forgotten for the remainder of
the movie. Appatently
there weren't enough old
Panther,clips on which to
build a complete movie
The rest of the movie con-

slats of flashbacks.
Most of these
flashbacks are made up
of the previously discarded Panther flIrn clips.
hardly any of which are
funny — which is probably why they were left
on the cutting room floor
in the fira place. In one of
these salvaged clips, the
fruit in Clouseau's
grocery sack drops out
while he is trying to get
out of an elevator
The sequence, which
seems to go on forever.
was about as funny as the
instructions for federal
income tax returns.
If you're a" Clouseau
fan, which I am, you
might be curious to see
what was discarded from
earlier Panther films. All
of your favorite COMIC
bits are here: the karate
attacks on Clouseau by
his faithful servant Cato:
the catastrophic accidents that occur when

Latest Panther movie
is termed 'unfunny'
Clowieini. tries to light
pipes, 4Ien drawers,
close windows; the everdeepening madness of
Chief Inspector Dreyfus.
him of the tick in hisleft
eye. The only truly funny
of these discarded sequences takes place in an
airplane restroom, where
Clouseau. in - a leg cast
and supported by two
crutches, tries to sit on a

end of the picture roil

The sequences filmed
especially for this movie
are uneven in quality.
There is a reasonably
humorous new StgUente
having to do with
Clouseau's senile father,
who turns out to be as inept as his son, but most of
the new sequences are
uninspired. The Pink
Panther cartoons at the
beginning of the movie
are even dull.
The funniest sequences
aren't in the movie pro-

words and bared breasts
on two girls who are
stomping grapes. The
violence is comic book

was with stayed to laugh.
It's too bad that Sellers'
last movie, a posthumous
melange beyond his control, had to turn out so
badly. He deserved better.
Rated PG due to a scattering of mild four-letter

Your Individual
Horoscope

per As the credits at the

Frances Drake

No action taken on mine violations
Mayne, 21 Both men had
only eight day's mining
experience and no new miner training

past, some of the original
Pink Panther sequences
are shown. They are funny, and the audience I

FOR TUESDAY,
JANUARY 11, 1983
Whet kind of day will tomerYet no fines have been was responsible for the went in to look for row be? To find out what the
Gregory. the report said. stars say, read the forecast
assessed or criminal unsafe conditions.
A search party found eves for your birth sign.
MSHA's Nov. 22 report
charges brought, ac-

cording to government on the accident says
Gregory was operating a
records
Authorities have said
coal scoop about an hour
Ronald Schell, who after explosives had been
the mine the two men
were working in waii• 11- heads the MSHA office detonated simultaneously
legal And in November. responsible for looking in- on six faces of coal at the
11 months after the acci- to potential criminal ac- mine.
dent, the U S Mine Safe- tions, says the matter is
Gregory hauled three
ty and Health administra- still under mvestigatton.,loads to the surface but
tion issued Its report on He says the problem re-- never. "re-emergtcl from
the accidebt placirig the nuims the same today as . his fourth trip. Mayne.
blame on the mine's it did a N'ear ago, and that another scoop operator.
is disagreement over who failed to return when he
management

their bodies two .hours
later. Autopsy reports attributed the deaths to ARIES•
carbon-monoxide poison- (Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 dir44
You'll meet a new romance
ing.
in a surprising way, Travel
MSHA investigators and distant
affairs ate
concluded the cause of highlighted. A partner voices
death was inadequate strong convictions.

ventilation, and listed TAURUS
eight violations con- tApr. 20 to May 201

nected with the accident"An impromptu ° business
The-mine, according to meeting has romantic overMSHA, belonged to the tones. You'll find new ways to - •
W R.W. Corp., which was augment security. Exercise
formed in 1980 by three
Hamilton, Ohio,- men GEMINI
identified. as Noah ( May 21 to June 201
killed Sunday when the mon41
.._,a mile west of Lebanon Woplum, Roger Richard- Love at first sight comes for
air she
as riding in
Ms Britton was listed and overturned, police son and William Woolum. some of you. Marrieds spend
struck a to truck in the in stable (.ondition Sun- said.
The agency found that exhilarating times with each
emergero'y lane of In- day night following
Mike Hill, 20, of Loret- a fan had been improper- other. Agreements are easily
surgery for head injuries to, a passenger, was ly installed at the mine, reached.
terstate 75
State police said the car at the University of Ken- treated at Springfield the working faces were CANCER
carrying Hazel Christen- tuckv Medical Center in Hospital and released. not adequately partition- (June 21 to July 22 I
son, 21, struck a wrecker Lexington, said a hospital Two other passengers,'ed and there were no Your wort_performance is
Fred Wheatley and Tom- records of the required truly inspiree*You may meet
that had pulled off the In- spokesinan.
with romance on the job. Exterstate about seven
Two men in the tow my W. Lee, both 20, were ventilation inspections.
tra
push
leads
to
truck, Harold Wilburn, not injured.
miles north of Rictunond
The federal agency
Harold R. Dailey, 20, of issued 30 citations and achievements.
Police said the tow 34, of Berea. and Gary
truck' was assisting a Glarner. 31; Chattanooga, Nebo. and his passenger, orders in January and LFA)
disabled Greyhound bus
Tenn • were treated and Timothy Dockery, 21, of March following the acci- I July 23 to Aug flI
The bus was not struck in released at the scene. Providence, died at 11:35 dent. However, MSHA Indulge that feeling to seek
new avenues of entertainment
the collision
p rn. Friday after a two- did not propose any fines
police said
and you'll put new life into a
The accident occurred
Joseph P Daugherty, car crash one mile west because it is still working
relationship_ Romance is likewhen the driver of the 20, of Lebanon died at of Madisonville on Ken- on the probe, said agency
ly'.
car. Natalie Britton. 2.5, 2 05 p.m. Saturday when tuck)' 262.
spokesman John VIRGO
of Frankfort. fell asleep he was thrown from the
Officers said Dailey's McGrath,
'Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
at the wheel, said a state car he was driving as it car collided head-on with
The Kentucky Depart- You're operating at peak efpolice dispatcher in Rich- ran off Kentucky 84 about a car driven by Norman ment of Mines and ficiency and will have a pro1). Rigney, 20, of Minerals did not mention ductive workday. Put new
Madisonville, when the accident in its domestic plans into action.
Rigney swerved to avoid published reports Flirtations are' possible.
hitting an animal in the because the state agency LIBRA
highway.
does not recognize deaths (Sept. 23 to Oct. 72)
Rigney and his in what it considers il- Success comes for creative
1 passenger, tarry L. legal mines, said Com- types. A sense of adventure
i Moorman, 21, also of missioner Willard marks your approach to life
today and you'll meet with
Madisonville. suffered Stanley.
romance and exciting times.
• multiple injuries and
The mine was licensed St'OltP10
were taken to Hopkins to W.R.W. at the time of Oct. 23 to Nov ..21( In"
County Regional Medical the accident, but it was An unexpected bargain is
Center. A hospital later learned that the on- likely for shoppers. Make
spokesman said both men site operator had left plans to refurbish your home,.
were in tair condition.
about six months before You decide to entertain
A FlatwOods man was the accident, said Leroy tonight
•
killed early _Saturday Gross, state mining SAGITTARIUS
when he was struck by a supervisor at London. (Nov. 72 to Dec. 21
pickup truck as he walk- That is why the depart- A neighbor may invite you
ed across a city street in ment determined the to a party. Local visits have
mine was being operated romantic overtones. Express
Ashland,said police.
your ideas. Others are ready
illegally,
Gross said.
The victimn was idento follow your lead.
Tal.4•
" _ON ()net let-am,.
McGrath
added
that
tified as 53-year-old
;i•
111480! a LS
CAPRICORN
Frank Friley, who was since the mine had ig- (Dec. 22 toJan. 191 /
Cildf• 'V*
40
pronounced dead at the nored two closure orders You'll enjoy a private
(.1 ri I '
tithe
of
1961,
summer
is
scene about 1:03 a.m.,
meeting :with a loved one.
•
Anaets
was considered to be
said city police.
From a behind-the-scenes
operating illegally.
vantage point, you'll make imAn Ashland police
The mine was taken
with this coupon
spokesman said the over by Jerry Sams, of portant career strides.
driver Of the truck, Flat Lick, lad APill and AQUARIUS
Patrick --Bradley, 22, of all but dad the 30 viola- (Jan 20 to Feb 181
Impromptu get-togethers
Ashland, was charged tions- have been corare likely You'll meet in-

Accidents claim six on state highways
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Broeringineyer
Health Awareness Center
4 Miles East On tiwy. 94
Murray. K entucky 42071

Hours 8 a in to 5 p no Monday thru Friday

OFF

MAKE
YOU
-SMILE
EARIO

364,1;Y

NOW ONLY $9.95 .3.

SUNBIRD AIRLINES
ANNOUNCES JOINT FARES
Sunbird Airlines has negotiated )(ant fares with the major airlines serving
Nashville for flights between Murray and 44 US cities. These fares allow you to
buy an airline ticket from Murray for about thesame fare as you would pay from

Nashville' Some examples
Deitination
Atlanta
Chicago
Dallas
Detroit

Los Angeles
Miami
New York
Washington. DC

Fare from
Murray
$110
161
172
180
345
233
22a
216
221
16310

Fars from
NashvWs
$201
155
185
174
341

MO"
Airline
Eastern Airlines
Republic i
stirtines

American Airlines
Republic Airlines
American Airlines
F;listern Airlines
American Airlines

Delta Air Lines

There are no restrictions on these fares - all that, is necessary is that your
ticket include both our flight and the connecting airline flight (hit three daily
flights each way between Murray and Nashville provide good connections with
most Nashville flights
Call us at 480-2199 for reservations or more Information. Or can Fliitandi
Travel Agency at 753-46441 for your airline tickets and all your travel arrangements Remember, there is no charge to you for your professional travel
agent's services
We want to thank our passengers who have made our first two years of airline
service a success. If you haven't flown with us yet. we hope that you will consider
us for your nest trip.

SAVE $300
..

with recIdess homicide.

recyd. McGrath said.

;atttr,iist colleCt‘ol

I
mo.

L.pgrvreac."
These Days Only.
January 11, Tues.
12, Wed., 13, Thurs.
14, Fri. and 15,Sat.
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.

700 U.S. Highway
641 North, Murray
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We Announce
With
Pride
▪
Chnstine Spann. bride of Mike Watson
has selected her bathroom, bedroom linens
and accessories as well as other gift items
for her new home from our vast selection of
gifts.
Christine and Mike were mimed Dec

teresting types and you may
well be the life of a party. Be
sure to socialize
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
You may have a secret admirer Business progress is
assured, though some confidenUahly is indicated. FA)°,
the limelight

)(CI'

YOU BORN TODAY are
nervous, idealistic and high-

• strung You're more inventive
than the typical member of
your sign and your work is
111) teen
ahead of your time

p.

Often you dedicate your life to
a cause and may be drawn to

.11.1962

public service and government You can 'succeed in
business, but will have more
notable achievements in '
creative areas. Writing,

grove ilese
,
°WNW $
9657

\ •

0•14ItLAND cisme

1
47
,T,Iff/
.1)Y tr:
,•

teaching. music, art and acting are some of the hekle in
which you'll find fulfillment.
When motivated by an ideal,
you're unbeatable Barthdate
of
William
Jameir,
philosopher, Eva Le
co. Te
. 3 Gallienne, actress; and Alexander Hamilton,statesman.
es.

ritcr 7 Tilt

H•••••las Januan le IMO

.1.1.11111.1.14
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Lexington opens hospital for-profit

•

LEXINGTON, Ky.
AP — Lexington's first
for-profit hospital has
opened its doors after an
18-month fight.
Humana Hospital.
Lexington, a six-story,
$21.7 million _facility
opened for business Sunday. The facility had to
overcome strenuous elsposition from health planners and a moratorium
on new big-city hospitals
in the state.
The hospital opened a
total of 83 beds on its second and third floors Sunda y . Eight are in
intensive-care, 33 are for
obstetri.cs and
gynecology and 42 are for
general medical and
surgical care.
Operations in the
emergency room.
newborn nursery, and the
intensive-care, coronarycare and pediatric units
also began Sunday.
An outpatient surgery
unit will open next month
and additional medical,
surgical and pediatric
beds will open on the
fourth and fifth floors as
the need dictates.
Officials at Humana
Inc., the Louisville-based
international chain that
built the Lexington
hospital, reached an
agreement late Friday

with Blue Cross & blue
Delta Dental of
Kentucky on room rates.
said Ronald A. Hytolf, executive director of the
hospital located in
southeast Lexington.
The rates are. $150 a
day for the IA semiprivate rodins: $175 a day
for the es private rooms.
and $190 a day for 17
deluxe private rooms that
have a sofa, stereo,
carpeting and speaker
phone.
Those figures compare
with an average of $137 a
day for a semi-private
room and $150 a day for a
private room at Lexington's three other
private hospitals - Central Baptist, Good

Shield la

Samaritan

ACES'
BOBBY WOLFF
"The enthusiastic. to
those who are not, are
always something of a
trial " Alban Goodier

and

St

most hospitals.
Hytoff said the hospital
will treat indigent pa-

tients, those who can't afford to pay and are not
covered by. insurance, in
emergency situations.
If the indigent patient
needs to be admitted.

hospitals were needed in
underserved rural areis
of the state rather than
adding more in 14-xington
and lnuisville
But Many Lexington,
residents. especialh• doctors, sUpported construction of the hospital saying
there was a shortage of
beds in Lexington that
caused waitin4 lists for
elective surgery and
other non-emergency
treatment
Humana's application
was approved by the
state Certificate of Need
and Licensure Riurd in

Humana Hospital'
Lexington will try to
transfer the patient to "a
tax-supported facility or
one that receives federal
funds,- Hytoff said
Hytoff added that if
transfer efforts fail, the
patient would be Admitted to the hospital
The strongest opposi- May 19t11
Constructim is currenttion to Humana's bid to
build a hospital came ly underway on a total of
from its potential com- 109 new beds at the cities
petitors, health planners three other private
Lexington's
and former Human hospitals

SUPER
WHITE SALE

WATCH OUR ADS ALL MONTH
THE VALUES WILL KEEP COMING

'6 off cozy cloud-light
Vellux twin blanket.

Sale 15.99

Resources Secretary' fifth hospital. the Albert
Chandler Medical
Center at the Universit
of Kentucky. al.so is exprivate rooms, which is
above the average in rejected because more panding several units
Joseph.
Sixty

percent of the
hospital's 170 bed_s are in

Grady Stumbo
They urged that
Humana's application be

,..,1•
•
•
••••••,•••••11••••.1414-

Sale
21 99
28 99

SUPER
JANUARY
SALE

•

'8 off mix match solid
percale twin comforter.

Sale'32
Salt.
S40
548

A solid plan yields more
than raw enthusiasm does in
today's-interesting slam An
immediate guess in the diamond suit might ' work,
however, a possible sure
-shot'must be better than any
immediate guess
South's jump to the heart
slam may not be the best
bid, however, the Values are
there and 100 honors are
always enticing
South wins the trump
lead, draws the rest and has
to choose the best chance to
score a 12th trick If he
chooses a direct assault on
diamonds, West ducks
declarer's low diamond and
now it's 50-50 whether or
not the slam succeeds The
play of dummy's jack loses
two tricks, the inspired play
of dummy's king wins
A much better plan is to
defer the diamond guess
After drawing trumps,
declarer should play the
king, ace and another spade
in hopes of rutting out the
queen This play fails, but
there is another shot in
clubs Declarer plays off
three top clubs and when
these split evenly, guessing
days • are over. One of
declarer's diamonds goes on
dummy's long club and
declarer has his 12th trick
What if neither spades or
clubs has produced a
winner' Then there would
still be time to guess in
diamonds And the later
NORTH
l•
•A J 7 2
•Q9
•KJV
a
WEST
•9 6 5
.142
* 85 4
• 93

Sale poi( el, effective. through Salti•dfiv
•

40% off mix/ match solid
percale twin sheets.

Now 4.79
Sale
699
12 79
39
7 99

20% off our plush pi[e
accessories for your bath.

Sale 6.80
Reg 850. ),ir thick
.1 "
0,1-i•••• ,of 4 1)14.0
_tat
!•t • '
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•Q 10 4 3
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•CI 1062
•10 7
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501TH
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KJ 1117
•7
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Vulnerable Both
North The bidding
North
I NT
3 NT

East
Pass
Pass

Segel
344,

Dealer
West
Pass
All

Now 13.99

Opening lead Heart deuce
declarer waits to make his
p-m, the better his chances
for =CCM.

r

1•10-8

S7
11Q62
048 III 4
• 97
West

Marsh

NT Pass
•NT' All
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llsad Indy susations le llse Aces
PO On 113413, Dallas Tem MU
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eidesaasit Nampa* swab,.
*se riply
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ANSWEN:Spade
nine
Agates' six no trump be
passive Declarer and duns
my appear to have balanced
hands so it's best to wait

JCPenney
•••

Murray. Kentucky

VISA'

dr

Murray, Kentucky
•••'

Li

•

4

Reg 57

Prices Effective Through January 21

*ma

gam

Now 499

Orig. $34.Pure luxury for your private life Plush f ()t),•
as velvet, but they re easy-care Arnel* trlaCetate fl v
Choose solid color shawl collar Style highlighted witi,
piping trim Kimono or hooded monk's robe in c(iturf(i
contrast-color designs S.A4,L,XL
Percentage on represents savings on original prices
Does not Include entire stock. Intermediate meltdowns may
have been taken.

Lead with The Aces
South bolds

'2 off the big, thirsty
JCPenney bath towel.

Plush velour for men at 50% off.

pats

Penney

Sale
450
98

•

PAGES THE MtRNA% Ky.. LEDGER & TINES.Smiley.Ussery le. 1143

$9

•

Save 3.97
19.110

Our Reg
12 97

Needed Sweet Shirts
Designed Foe Comfort
Creston' acrylic/cotton

UM Om
1••••••••• CAW'

a

p4-

with placket Fashion CO1Ors
bur

Our 12.97/
1
4-stp4rent Shirt. $11
WO*
,woremeas dm.

,

••Onewee
• Konanu• Napa

lasa

$6

Says 24%

Our Peg
7 97
Men's Sweat Pants In
Creston Acryllc/Coffort
,•• ,rfable ctrao.
Nd.sf
orici
IJ
jr
r frjr.1"1,,
,,r1 color S
•••i••••

*WV'
•
YAW TOO

•

16.60
•

Save 2.97
Your Choice

lave 10.07- Our Reg.

Our Reg 897
Ea
MacGregor'Crew-neck
Sweat Shirt Or Sweat Pants
.f t • st...4.1 oarit or Shif
frri,s
fr
.rif--5'..rol•
'u',
' ' AUri

•

.
•010,1.

•

29.97Special Purchase'

19.9016.90
11" Insulated Leather Soots Pr

Pr.

Men's 6"Leather Work loots

Mens full-groin leather boot
with cushioned insole storm With protective steel shank. oilwelt and oil-rpsistant sole , resistant sole. Goodyear* welt
Padded for comfort Save
• Nii) crimi.a

*."

41.

•
••••.• ••••• 0/••
Wad 4••••• • ak.• ••
WM%
1/0•0041/4 ,
011 '••
•.7140All
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ar.• ,..11.•

2410/3"

Walnut Look
Whit*
Natural

1.77
ET1:-14

20624"C

Sale Price'

11.88

12.77

Wicker-type Jumbo Hamper
Upright style Cushioned top

"Citatory Classic"

Furrsoff 5-pc, lath Set
Dacron'• polyester boxed set

"

a•yi

S.

ALI
M1s•••••/144.
Or lirroun Ilse

T

UPAI
,2.97

Sandal Stool
Illerroloreed Too

Liliaj
Sale Pric••

Sale Priced

Sale Price

44

Underalls Panty Hose
Nylon with cotton panel

Sole Priced

7

0ur 5 97

Pig
Your Choice
Our Reg 97c

2 1 7r R
E

1In

SSC
Ea

Bath Size

"Century Classic" Rug
,
Nyfon/polyesfer 20)(35 rug \
Our 4.94, 201E22" Contour .. 3.97
Our 3.57, Ud Cover
"
2.97

Fayortte Packaged Cookies
Choice 01 many 8-18 oz •
• *we 4.

Sale Price

3.97

24x44
Both Size

Velour Terry Towels
Absorbent cotton/polyester
12x12" Washcloth
1 37
11Ix26" Hand Towel
2 97

88

.
Our Reg 1 27
Dishcloth Or
Potholder
Bright Kitchen TOrTi011
Of cotton/polyester terry
Our 2.27, Dish Towel
1 57
Our 2.27, Oven MI
1 77

Solely
Tip-over
Switch

Lassfocsury
• 5600
ihrbato
rout
'Net Cost
Arrire Factory
Robahr'

•

Mit

2-To-10 Cup That's Ceithse'
Automatic maker On/ott switch
an.••.,

ROBESON
Sale Price.

Sale Price

'asFc

41.87
Quartz Heater/Humidifier
3 heat settings 750.1500W

3$

For I

4-pock Instant Soupttnuo'
Cttoice of ?flavors 1 3 20Z

•••••• a

Ouritrig 62c
Skein
Aunt Lydia's' Rug Yarn.

••••1•A ea•von

Kodel* polyester 70-yard skein

2.66

Pkg. Or 2
Our Reg
327
Infants'Snap-on Sheets
Cotton/polyester 3-18 months

•••••••..- 1.4.0

SUPER
61111

2.88

SO*
PrIC•

KO Trash Can Users

Hold 20-30 gal.. 1.5-mil-plastic.

• Dam Sopa Mae

68C

110 CO

2..

1- kir coffee.

•

redisrs

-

$1

2

3 $

Sale
BOXDS
PrICO
12"x121'Itoil Hand-Wrap'
Heipst9
,keep food fresher.

87

0SON PlisiC
k. g
e.

Wsiedbure Soaptan
Beauty-mild COmPlettlan

'NMIla

pae-u.s. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.

•

Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
•

it
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januarlIS. ift]

Save 26%

Save 7.97

Our Reg 4 96

OU1
Reg
'497
Men's Fashion Jeans
In Rugged Cotton Denim

Misses Baseball Tops
)Doriv cles•gins in smoo
Icisrvon colas Choice ot
ExilyestEn/rovon/cottar-,
0., pOlyester /Gator'

4

J

Save 4.30
Our Wog 10 96

6.66

MISSES' AND JUNIORS'
95
Ski Jackets
s8
Sweaters
S5
Tops
$11
Fashion Pants

Juniors' Or Misses'
Smart Blue Denim Jeans
•
.
••
.. •

FOR GIRLS
Winter Coats and Jackets .s20
Sweaters
Tops
s9
Pants

Our Reg. 72.116 Matching Unit
57.611
With Sliding Doors

Says $13. Our Reg. 66.9• 7,
4-drawer Filing Cabinet .. 53.9

[

z

ON SALE
WED. THRU SAT.

—4
14.- r K9 vr ir01
14 3s9

ttS
Save'6
Save s5

Our 2891

8.97

22.97 18.97

Our
Reg
2391

1n2
Colors

Fire-resistant File Chest
Metal chest with envelopes

Cancelled Check File
80)(4 metal With in. 1'-'

Fire-resistant File Box
m..1()i t)()9 vsor, .•riv..lopt",
Robssori

II1Polaroid

10,500 BTU/hr.

Kerosene Heorer

109.00

Wood-groin Fin

-

110
Stun SOO Nigh Spired film
_
K moo'
Sole pH.e
Loss t tor v

S

Our Reg 69 88

55.88 33.00
Save
$14

Veneer Open Wall Unit

Grained wood veneer. pressboard

2-drawer Filing Cabinet
With lock For home/office

Alto, f octof.

Save S40 87

39.97
10.00

.1'.,•',

2997

4,1
•

i41
,
17

,

•Eidtteiv

Polaroid' New Amigo " 620
With slide in. close-up lens

II plot,

I.

•Akiturnot,

• L

!

Ai

SHARP

41PCfC"
Save '4

39.88

Our
Reg
1391

Our
Reg
49 88

Save $10- Hurry In,
Sale Inds Saturday

Stereo/Intertainment Center
Wood-groin particleboard

Digital Alarm Clock
Red readout Snooze bar

15.97'e

19 97

His/Her Digital Alarm
E 0 readout 14.01onthicioN

Printing Pocket Calculator
8-digit L C D readout Memory

Your Cholc•

13-401.

30-111
30-20

Nigh or Low
Bucket Seats

Pis Mony Con And U Trucks
Our Reg 33 88

2.1= 9.97E0 23.88 44.9.7

Ea

Ea

Line Analreese For gosanddeseiergines

Auto Stretch Seat COVOT
Plush sheepskin-look COYeg

84
R

.Our Reg 5488

Per Many U.S. And _
Foreign Cots.
. 68.88
11010 Troche

With
Exchange

6-amp lottery Charger

11-tr. Or Cassette Stereo

.Battery •
Motorvator 60'

F of 6-V and 12-V batteries

AM/FM,indicator light 8-W. more

Reliable. maintenance-tree

79ett-S. Highway-011"N. Murray, K

Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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Frankfort could.get $60,000 in taxes
FRANKFORT, Ky.
AP'! — An attorney says
Frankfort could receive
more than $00,000 in lazes
from the new Capital
Plaza hotel if gross sales
projections for the new
project are accurate. Rill Cull, an attorney
for ttie builders, Wilkinson Rotel Entities. said
projections for the hotel's
first year of operation are
around $2 million. With
Frankfort's current 3 percent hotel-motel tax. Cull
said the city would reap
160.000 an taxes, not to
mention the added tourist
and convention business
runoff.
After being buried and
reborn for 20 years, construction on the $12 6
million hotel began in late
De4 ember when the
financial package was
ompleted
Excavation of the statei,a ned site has been completed and a concrete pad
has been poured for the
eight -story building
Financing for the project is coming from state
industrial-revenue bonds,
state economic development bonds. a
Kentucky Development
Finance Authority loan
and a grant from Oe city
f Frankfort
While the opening date
of-the hotel is scheduled
for April 1984, Cull said
Wilkinson hopes the hotel

will be opened before the
1964 General Amami*
convenes Jan. 3, 1114.
City and state leaders
talked about the hotel last
week as construction
work began in earnest.
"We've been talking a
lot about tourism,"
,Mayor John Sower said,
and the new. hotel "is
vital to the economic
development of business
and tourism."
Sower said convenient
overnight accomodations
will attract more people
to events at the nearby
sports and convention
center. He said the hotel
could also be the key in
attracting regional and
state conventions to
Frankfort.
The hotel will be built
adjacent to the Capital
Plaza deck in a spot
designed for it in the early 1960s by the late architect Edward Duren
Stone.
The plaza area also includes a 26-story office
tower, the civic center
and a shopping and office
area.
State Commerce
S ec r e-t a ry Bru c
Lunsford said 'retail
space on the west side of
the fountain area will be
used by the hotel, and
those tenants will be
relocated in other areas.
The state began its-__et-

foils to build a hotel for
the city Owes years ago,
but the project was di!ficult to finance because
of high interest rates,
Lawsford said.
-There is "no question
that the project will succeed," Lansford said.
"The community wanted
It and will support it."
Sower said the hotel

Two cases of AIDS
surface in Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(API - One or two cases
-of a deadly (Rause that
knocks out the body's immunity system have surfaced in Louisville, say
federal health
authorities.
The disease, known as
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome, or
AIDS, causes its victims
to fall prey to numerous
kinds of skin infections
and sometimes a rare
skin cancer called
Kaposa's saroma.
AIDS has centered in
the large metropolitan
area on the East and
West coasts anciii-inores
mong
pre v len
homosellir males who
have many sexual partners
The two cases in
Louisville were found an
homosexual males who

1:iI4411.1.491 'iHI$1lJe1!1IL.A1Li;H4*11i
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The Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta said it
knew of only one Of these
cases, and had no reports
of victims elsewhere in
Kentucky.

Spectators injured at truck pull
HUNTINGTON,
(AP) — Authorities
theorise that a malfunctaming clutch may have
caned a modeled tractor
to roar into the audience
at a truck and tractor pull
contest, injhring four
spectators.
Three of the victims
were treated at local
hospitals and released,
but a fourth was admitted
for treatment following
the Sunday afternoon accident, hospital officials
said.
Meldoy Micikiff. a clerk
at the Huntington Polka
Department, said the
modified tractor raced into the Huntington Civic
Center seats while its
driver, 27-year-old Dan
Patrick of Kingston.
Ohio. was attempting to
turn the vehicle.
Ms. Midkiff said
Patrick was not charged
In connection with the accident. She said Patrick's
clutch !apparently
malfunctioned, preventing him from stopping
the tractor.
Witnesses said Patrick
was turning the'steering
wheel as his tractor
jumped the slick
track and strucled%lirst
row of seats,
"He was trying to turn
his rig but it just came
coming," said Jim Mohr
of Huntington.
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Warehouse foods
623 South 4th

Price: Good While Supply: Lest!

Sweepstakes Jock

20 Lb

Mackerel

Potatoes

c.49'

$11 49

Totino

John DeBord of Huntington said Patrick
-looked like be was trying to stop. I figure the
transmission didn't kick
eut whoa he wanted it to.
He didn't have the room
for a full turn and was
trying to stop so he could
back up some and then
turn."
Authorities said those
treated at St. Mary's
Hospital and released
were April Michelle
Ramey. I. of Huntington
and Earl McKee. 25, of
South Point, Ohio. Paul
Koss and Eric Harrison,
both 17, of Eleanor were
transported to St. Mary's
Hospital, where Kosa was
released and Harrison
admitted in good condition
•
Tony Vaccaro, a chrector of the National Hot
Rod Winter-Nationals
Truck and Tnictor Pull
Championship, said his
organization has been
conducting 80 such events
a year for eight years. He
said Sunday's incident
was the first time any
spectators had been in-
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Assorted Variety

Sausage
1 lb.
Paramount

Hi-C

32 oz. Polski Wyrob
or
16 oz. Sweet Pickles

Freit Drink
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99

64 oz.

$1 09

Smucker: 1 lb

Pops-Rite
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Strawberry Jam

Popcorn

Flour
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Lanky Loaf
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Applesauce
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"Teachers have been
frightened against any
reference to God. They're
frightened of their
superintendents; the
superintendents are
frightened of the school
boards; and the boards
are irKghtened of the
cowls"
He said the trend has
been carried so far
"there's going to be a
reaction from the people.
The First Amendment
was never meant to
outlaw religion and moral
values from the school
system or the country."
Graham, who has
avoided identification
with the religious right,
such as Moral Majority,
said he doesn't favor a
-constitutional amendment to counter the 196263 U.S. Supreme Coat
decisions outlawing mandatory school prayer.
Graham noted that the
10 Commandments are
engraved in the Supreme
Court building itself, that
Congress -has chaplains
opening sessions with
prayer, that the U.S.
pledge of allegiance, the
national anthem and motto all express trust in
God.
•-647maintain'
ing his usual busy
schedule, already has
several U.S. crusades lined up this year — in
Orlando, Fla.; Anchorage, Alaska;
Tacoma., Wash.;
Sacramento, Calif., and
Oklahoma City.
As in 1982, when he interspersed crusades with
trips to three East European countries and appearances at several U.S:
universities, he plans
work this year both
overseas and on
American campuses.

Army man arrested in Nashville
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Army Capt.
James Robert Siebold, I
Fort Campbell, Ky.,
psychologist who disappeered Nov. 14 while en
route to Georgia, was arrested on suspicion of
shoplifting, authorities
said.
Sidbold,
who had
been listed as AWOL, was
apprehended Saturday as
he walked out of a
Nashville department
'store.
.Police spokesman Cliff
Holcomb said the department store declined to
press charges after Dr.
Siebold was positively
identified by military
authorities from Fort

Campbell.
Authorities said the
man was Identified
positively as Siebold during questioning, but he offered no explaination for
his disappearance.
Police said Siebold
disappeared en route to a
speaking engagement at
a convention in Atlanta.
His car was found at the
Metro Nashville Airport
in December.
Military officers
escorted Siebold back to
the U.S. Army base
Saturday night.
Fort Campbell is on the
Tennessee-Kentucky line
about 50 miles northwest
of Nashville.

State can do employees' banking
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(API — State employees
can have their paychecks
deposited directly to their
bank acanuits through an
electronic transfer
system beginning March
15,saidstateofficials.
Employees who decide
to let the date do their
banking will receive
check stubs showing their
deductions and the date
31 the deposit, said
Ernest P. Fowler, the

NEW YORK (API —
American Academy
if Religion has condemnId any use of nuclear
weapons as "contrary to
the faith and fun4iuisen1 rixiral values of the
eligious traditions of
uznankind "
The academy is made
of about 4,700 proessors of religion at coles and universities
Its annual meeting
a resolution saying that while there mey
have been "just wars" in
the past, the inability to
constrain nuclear war
-now makes any moral
iustification for the see of
nuclear weapons impead'
The resolution added:
"We call for an immediate halt to the pro••

$)49
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Soviet shocked by U.S. rules
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Pepsi
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or
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Betrue, Ohio, a cocouner
of a racing tractor at the
event, said the accident
"was the first of any kind
I've ever seen on this circuit."
Trucks and tractors
entered in the contest
were competing to see
which could pull the mint
weight.

state financial systems
director.
All banks in Kentucky
will be able to receive the
electronic transfers,
Fowler said, adding that
an estimated 7/3 to 25 percent of government
workers in several other
states use the system,
Forms for signing up
for the new service are
available from agency
payroll officers, said
Fowler.

Nuclear weapons condemned.

84
9

for

safety devices.
"Everything's taken
care of — everything but
this," Vacarro said.
Vacarro ladicated that
Patrick's back wheels hit
an oil spill on track. He
said Patrick "stood on
the brakes" but was
unable to stop.
Linda Gaines of

By GEORGE W.
CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
Talking with a churchman in the Soviet
Union, Billy Graham
remarked that reading of
the Bible is prohibited in
American schools. The
man "looked in a state of
shock," Graham relates.
"He said, Is that
America' I thought it had
religious freedom."
The evangelist cited the
incident in contending
that U.S. courts and state
officials have given in
overmuch to efforts to
ban religious elements
from American civil life.
"This country has carried the business of
separation of church and
state too far," he said in a
Vacarro called Patrick at.
one---Ne
-w
York interview.
driver,
a "very good
"The
writers
of the Conof the top drivers in the
stitution meant freedom
country." He said the
of religion, not freedom
trucks arid tractors comfrom religion."
peting in the event are
Graham is part of a
equipped with numerous tradition: the Baptists,
who were pivotally
responsible for the constitutional provision
against any "establishment of religion" and
100
guaranteeing its "free exercise." He said the intention wasn't to sup1Werpr-egloll:
"But now students in
our schools can't even
sing carols at Christmas
time," he said. "They
can't have group prayer.
They're sometimes stopped from carrying.Bibles
or meeting to study it.
"In some places, it's
been held illegal for them
even to have a period to
meditate — whether
about a girl friend or
whatever. Schools and
other institutions are
prevented from displaying the 10 Commandments,the basis of civilized law.

Titaness.. Pride

2 Liter
iinaWFMMT -49ERALU

are both still living, according to doctors who
treated them.
One involved is a 27year-old Louisville man
who came to University
Hospital in August after
six weeks of weakness.
fever and painful mouth
sores, said Dr Martin
Raff. an infectious
disease specialist at the
hospital.
Another Louisville
physician, I)r. Julio C.
Melo, said he treated a
patient at Methodist
Evangelical Hospital in
September that he
believes might, be an
AIDS Victim.

'

Coca-Cola
Tab
or
Sprite

40 •

will provide 200 full-time
and part-time jobs.
Wilkinson spokesman
Cull said the hotel will be
operated by Motor Hotel
Management Inc. of
Dallas, which manages
hotels with a total of 11,080
roomr
Rooms rates will
average around no a
night, he said

'LILA sill"( ;till

duction and deployment
of first-strike weapons, a
worldwide freeze on the
present nuclear arsenals
and the eventual abolition
of all nuclei's.arms."

Hymnal published
PEKING (API China's Protestants plan
to publish a new hymnal
this year, with at least a
fourth of the hymns to be
original songs composed
by sftWese Christians.
Shen Devon, secretarygeneral of China's official
Protestant group, discloied the project at a
meeting of the Christian
Association of China. She
also announced that
China * has published I
million Bibles and condemns foreign "Bible
smugglers".
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Formers to discuss worsening economy at annual convention
More than 150 farmers
from the state are
scheduled to loin some
7,000 of their countetparts from across the nation to participate in
policy discussions and
hear addresses from top
government officials and
a range of commodity

LOUISVILLE
A
worsening farm economy
and a national debate, on
how best to solve
farmers' financial problems will greet.Kentucky's delegation to the
64th annual American
Farm Bureau convention
this week in Dallas

specialists.
President Ronald
Reagan is tentatively
scheduled to address the
group on Tuesday. the
midpoint of the five-day
meeting. Reagan may
use the appearance to announce details of his proposed 1985 payment-m-

kind program, designed
to combat commodity
surpluses by providing
government-held grain to
farmers who reduce their
crop acreage
Kentucky Farm
Bureau President 1Ras
Mackey. a Hardin County
fanner. is one of 16 voting

AAM leader to fight foreclosures
NASHVILLE: Tenn. efforts throughout the farmers
and more effective Ginn
Members of the more, production controls
(AP) — The Tennessee country.
"Most of the fanners militant grassroots fac.
farmer elected chairman
"You let the corporaof the American are too poor to come to a tion of the AAM,demand- lions control food producAgricultural Movement convention like this." ed that its more moderate lion like OPEC has conSunday says he will guide said Derei Fillingim, a leadership, including trolled oil production, and
lobbying efforts to gain a Hico, Texas, farmer par- Willis, recognize that just see what it does to
moratorium on farm ticipating in the Jenkins direct local action --- in- the nation," he said.
eluding protests, penny
foreclosures by the caravan.
More than 50 percent of
government.
"If we can just activate auctions and .tractor the farming today is done
_ Tommy Willis, of them, we can -put blockades — stiouki be us- by farmers who iicf-tini
ed to halt foreeknrufes own the land they .4011irk.
Brownsville, vowed to pressure on Congr
nd demand fair prices he said.
lobby,hard to protect the from the country."
f their products.
family farm after a nearFanners between the
Willis says he doesn't
split between radical and
said the five- ages of 25 to 45 are in the
see the organizing of promore conventional fac- tests as one of his Ione- year-o organization will mast immediate crisis,
focus On PAC lobbying Willis said, because they
tions., of the AAM was
bons as AAM president,
activities,
averted as the three-day
are among-the group who
...but admits "the protests
"A lot of the new Con- made large capital in. national farmers' cons
are a sign of the times.
gressmen and Senators vestments in the early
vention ended at the
"When these's a are in debt and this gives 1970's when priers were
Opryland Hotel. - But a Colorado fanner farmer who's been wor- our PAC an opportunity high and interest rates
who led a grassroots fac- rying for three years to make contributions were low.
tion of the farmign's about losing his farm. and gain. a friend for
"But due to poor prices
group at the three-day he'll take some drastic agriculture," he said.
today, they haven't been
Jenkins and his sup- able to service their long ‘AAM convention here action when it starts to
porters have criticized term debts," Willis sold
says protests will con- happen," Willis said.
ihfte-humf__ the PALlas..',:corrupt.:.:Heahey!_re_the_issegan-the _
_ AI
tinueAlvin Jenkins of Cam-w debate, the groups reach- said the plight of farmers most productive years of
po, Colo., will be.on what ed a mutual agreement to has grown worse in re- their lives, and they're
he calls a "Southern recognize the other's cent years and there has going to be the first to go
Breadbasket" tour of methods of political ac- been little congressional That's going to leave onk
action to help them.
South Carolina. Georgia. tivity.
the older -farmers like
The elected leadership,
Willis said the national myself
Alabama. Florida and
and we're not
Louisiana this week to which established -a officers will lobby for the secure • either And when
ginize—loc-al---farmers PoiiticSl Actioa_rommit- forocloaur-e--mocatocium; -We-ito,whols-getftg-41-4--be
who can "put pressure on tee ( PAC) for the first a minimum pricing bill, left to produce fims1"'
Congress."
time a year ago, held to
A trust fund has been its belief that the tradiset up by the grassroots tional political channels
faction for members to must be used, agreeing,
finance his speech- however, to recognize the
making and' organizing more militant activity of

Nominations being accepted
for-top conservation teacher
Nominations are being
accepted ,for the national
"Conservation Teacher
of-the Year" awards program according to Albert
Wilson, Chairman of the
Calloway County Conservation District. The competition is open to all full
time teachers working at
the kindergarten,through
high school level who
have developed an
outstanding program of
environmental education.
The National Conservation Teacher-of-the-Year
will receive $1,000 in cash
and an expense paid trip'
to Denver, Colorado, for
the 1984 annual convention of the National
Association of Conservation Districts. The national second place winner receives a $500 cash
award and the first place
regional winner will
receive $200.Co-sponsored by NAC'D

and the Allis Chalmers
Corporation, the purpose
of the awards program is
to encourage the development of creative learning
experiences in conservation for young people.
"Any teacher in a public
or private school in our
conservation district who
puts emphasis on environmental. conservation as a regular part of
the instructional program is eligible for
nomination," said Albert
Wilson.
Interested teachers-can
obtain additional information and nomination forms from the
Calloway County Conservation District at 7531740. The awards program also honors the conservation districts judged
to have provided the most
effective stimulus and
help for conservation
education programs
within the district.

stands for Tobacco
fov.

delegates chOsen to
represent Kentucky and
cast votes on policy matters and leadership selection Other delegates include W K Sprague.
Union County. Sam
Moore,. Butler County:
Mrs Lottie Murphy.
Scott County
Rob White, Union County . Keith Tapp. Webster
County. Eugene
Mei;ehee, Meade County . Billie F'
Monroe County.. W
King. Nelson • County .
Carl Mitchell Jr .
Franklin County. II W
Roach. Adair t'ount),.
Charles Schnitzler, Lincoln County , Robert Van
hook. Harrison County,
JaineS Stuart. Greenup
County. J. Robert Wade,
Simpson County'. and
1;,.orgeI ;agel. Jefferson
t',.unty
l'wo competitive events
ifIVOIVIng young farmers
from Ke.ntuckrare
scheduled early - in the
c.invention Discussion
Meet entrant Terry
Burks, of Barren County,
will test his... mettle- in

i'arliament. and former
president of the National
Farmers'
mon .,f
England. will precede
Reagan on Tuesday
Legendary comedi.in
Either guest speakers Red Skelton i s th r
on tap for the delegate's headline
are Oklahoma _ Senator for the anmeal 114.44igni
David Boren, U S tion and '(w-ards l't ,h
Special Trade Represen- gram haesda c. night
tative William Brock. and State Farin But eau
Sir lienr; Plumb. noted presidents will share the
stage with the entert.o.
net
OpCiiii trade official
to
receive'Nitel
.414
.it
d's
fl
farm
and British
program escellen,
ecr,,'ariiiat ii 0I1 leader
VII lellt

Iforen, a 1 /centre-rat.
A spe, ial tan
will share the rostrum co eli‘pla‘ at the
with .AF BF President Convention Centel eelfl
Rehbert Delano tflo Mon- feature gixeawax s
day morning SIIICI` his
tt s
111' Ma I I:.

Reagan s
ranee
Cled.I.III b I the Senate Ui
at the meeting will be his 1970, Boren has served on
third sow.. 19-E2, but first - the Senate Ag recoiltire_
after -entering the
'
What, and Firiarree cothinittees.
House As California working on tax and fiscal
governor. Reagan .peolccx
international
greeted the 1972 conven- trade and farm pio,tion in 1.21:i Angeles, and grains
in 1979 he. a
. ppeared at the
Itrock. a former Ten
Miami convention, Just
nessee canigressinail and
prior to becoming an ac- senator will 'address the
tive presidential can- annual Farm •• Bureau
didate. '
1A:omen's Con tire'ii. e
Agriculture Secretary later that
Plumb, a
John Block will also be in member. of the Firropeari
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January 12th, 13th, 14th, and 15th til noci

25% off
(Fan Forced)

Jackson Purchase
PCA
We Stand For Farmers.
Hwy 641 N. 7515602 _

Electric Heaters
SALE

K16 HT 900-1500 watt 57.00 Reg,
Titan Heater 35.30 Reg.

We have
all your
dog food
needs.

Joy Puppy Food

Redi-Grip Snow Tires
G78x14
42.40
42.40 Ives %se'
tOt°
32.30

%%et
•
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?I` •09s*

G78x 15

A78x1 3

Price &Sales tax & Federal exise tax
includes mounting and balancing

All Southern States Bag Feeds
Rabbit -Chicken - Horse - Hog Cow - Dog - Cat

12.95

26% Joy Dog Food $1

32•92
43.29 SALE
25.95 SALE

Model TR-28 1300-1500 watt 43.50 Reg.

1.95

26% Rex Dog Food$7.75

SO

21% Itex Dog Food$6.95
Perim Field
$1 1:SO
sad Fens

off per SO lb. bog

' Stock Tank De-icers Rp.25.75

20.59,SALE
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Southern States

AB Prices Listed Are For SO Lbs. Bogs
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Dallas with the chief exec ut ye, Block has
scheduled a private
meeting with state Vann
Bureau presidents earlier
that smite dax

Wild Bird Food

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

BUYERS OF
CORN.WHEAT St
SOYBEANS
V/ 753-3404

preliminary competition
on Sunday Christian
Countians Gary and Joy
Lester, Kentucky's
Outstanding Young Farm
Family will vie for national honors Moneta v
night
The Deep South (*loggers. a yuthful square
dancing foursome from
Breathitt County. are
scheduled to appear on a
special talent program
the convention's opening
night The group won the
Junior division of the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Variet.x Show at-last month's state corn riu ion ill

Indestlisl 11.

753-537$

Murray

7511423

Industrial Road
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Racers undergoing 'rough spot'
despite winning 10 consecutive
Ron Greene may be
him,— Curran said. scoring margin.
upset about his team's
• • •
"Right now I think we're
performances .the last
coming
down
A
off
hush
the
high
fell over the
two games. but the
of the tournament. Plus, 5,550-plus Murray fans
Racers continue to be the
everybody's out to get us Saturday when junior
best sputtering team in
now Everybody in the juard Lamont Sleets hit
the Ohio Valley Con
league's looking to knock the floor in the second
ference bar none
us off."
half and limped off the
With back-to-back vi Greene agreed, "I court
bales over Youngstown
By JIM RECTOR
think you have to work
Nightmares of last
State 9243 and Akron
Sports Editor
just as much at handling year's stress'
90-79, Murray State has
fracture
success as you do handlthat sidelined the 5-10
insured\ itself of as best
ing failure Right now superstar flashed
start soi :,4•ittil_Ie mid-50s At
we're really struggling through everyone's mind.
lo-1 and
IV(
the
• the knows her basketball
"
Green, the nation's with our success."
But, according to MSU
Racers keep plugging
What Hood's wife and No 37 scorer, picked up
• • •
sports information direcalong, molt hing several Murrat
followers the slack with two
With success coming in tor Doug Vance, Sleets'
everybody in their way
have seen is the Racers' straight field goals to
their last 10 games, the injury was not related to
So why is Greene stilt ability
to play well in give MSU a 9-point lead Racers have
grabbed a last year's stress fracnot satisfied"
spurts, to blow people at- the 5. 25 mark and the national
Top 20 ranking ture
If !. ou attended the away in brief
ignitions
Racers never looked for the first time this
Apparently Sleets ret• •mversity of AlabamaAgainst Akron the host back
season
injured an ankle he
Birmingham Classic Racers
trailed by a point.
So why can't the
It's not a prestigious twisted down in Bir,mbefore New Year's, you'd 32-31,
at halftime Racers be consistently slot in the assomateils
Ingham. but it is only
understand
shooting only 37 percent
awesome like- they were Press or United Press In- minor. He should be
Greene can't uompare
in
It wasn't until 34.06 re- when they won the UAB
ternational polls, but it is the lineup Tuesday when
the train that on the mained and
Mod hit two Classic'
in the lastest NCAA the Racers travel to
tournament in Birm- field goals
and a free
Forward Sammy Cur- statistics ratagory of Eastern Illino
ingham to the one =that throw
is that the Racers ran says it may be scoring
Charleston
margin.
returned after the New started
to roll Hood's because of two factors:
• • •
Murray State_ shares
Years break No way
buckets pushed Murray
The absence of the No 19 spot in the naAkron'
s Jakubick
MUITily played almost
ahead, 49-47. then ha- sophomore forward•Vada tion
(according to NCAA displayed some of the
flawless ball down south, niont Sleets hit
a three- Martin, sidelined with "slats current through stranges
t moves seen on
hut now. even 10 front of pointer and Glen
Green grade problems. or a January 11 with a 14.8 a basketball
court, Saturthe first sellout • rowd at canned two free throws hard drop from the' scoring margin over their day, but
in doing so he
home this season , Satur- bra 10-point lead
heights of a tournament opponents
earned the respect of
,lay
the Racers_ apJoe Jakubick, the rui- championship
Because of the age of almost all the Racer
MINE --- Murray State center Ricky Hood stretches for a rebound In Saturi.eared tots. st niggling - -'Tail's- MIT
scorer, - wept
tolirlhe"
the NCAA gals and the 9-`''Oltyers and now zot the -day'a.home game-against Akre,"Mood-r"
We're just hitting a Akrcip alive with
ntiVai hauled l& L3. rehis 33 before we found out about point and wl 1-point vic- MSU
bounds against the Zips. In the last two games Hood has accounted for SO points,
fans.
ugh spot is all." ex- points, includi
ng
Vada's
four
grades
that
was
I
tories MSU has had since
The lanky Zip point 19 rebounds,eight assists and three steals.
piained erriter Ricky three
• Staff photo by Jim Rector,
-pointers Con- satisfied with my role of then.
the Racers may guard did one of the
!haat who seored iO secutive 3-pointers
by conung off the bench to drop from the Top 20 pin- neatest 360
-degree tur1.4111`,
trli• 111tit 11,611 Rick
Acord and Jakubick help out But I think I'm nacle.
However, at least naround jumpers in the
. Complacency triMlned Murray'
s lead •just as good as Vada and until the NCAA releases second
half that caught
might be setting in My to three, 65-62 with
8 11_, if we get him back
more calculations, the everyone by surPrise.
wife Vicki Fias Been left, but the
Racers surg- great. If not. I feel confi- Racers are tied
Sammy turean, cover- with
nolo ing that
and she ed again
dent we can do it without Georgetown at No 19 in ing Jakubic
k at the time,
said,"He's the best we've
played against That 360
of his came off the blind
Ewing drew a technical Tennessee 56-55 in overBy DICK JOYCE
side.
I've never seen
foul for fighting with 6-3 time; No. 13 Louisville
. AP Sports Writer
anything like it."
^
Ralph Sampson and Kevin Williams of St. won on the road, 96-69
"He's wild," agreed
Pat Ewing, the nation's nlohn's -- one of the two over Florida State, No. 19
Hood. "rve never seen premier big men,
blew scuffles they had before Houston routed visiting
nobody play like that. their cool. Indiana
Nei*/ seventh-ranked St. John's Southern Methodist 105He's just a good player. I the ball game and
likely made its record 13-0 with 71, and host Minnesota
don't care how awkward its No. l_ranking
in col- a 76-67 Big East Con. beat No. 20 Purdue 54-48_
he looks."
ference win.
lege basketball. .
No. 2 Memphis State
"Jakubick is definitely
"I will tell him to go and No. 14 Villanova were
"I could have composAll Amencan." Greene ed myself a little
.
bet- hardship I turn pro if idle.
said.
ter,." the 7-foot-4 Samp- he's continued to be grabIn a Sunday game, Jon
• • •
son conceded after draw- bed," said Thompson. Sundvold scored 17 points
After the weekend's ing two technical fouls
in "I'm sick of the double as No. 15 Missouri scored
games, here's how the fourth-ranked
a 49-42 home triumph
Virginia's, standards on defense."
OVC stacks up:
Indiana, 10:1, fell from over No, 16 North
8344 victory Saturday
Murray State 4-0, night over Maryland
at ranks of the unbeaten in a Carolina State.
Morehead State 2-1, College Park, Md.
Sampson scored eight
He Big Ten contest at ColumAustin Peay. Akron and argued vociferously
with bus. Ohio when Ohio State of his 14 points down the
Tennessee Tech 1-1, a referee, then bounced upset the Hoosiers 70-67 stretch as Virgini
a
Eastern Kentucky and the ball some 40 feet into behind Ron Stokes'itwo boosted its record to
11-1
Youngstown State 1-2, the air.
clinching free throws. against Maryland in the
and Middle Tennessee 0Virginia Coach Terry The Buckeyes are 9-2 and Atlantic Coast Con3
Holland was so angry at winner of their last seven ference game.

covering
all fields

.7 4-7-41.1)

11

Sampson, Ewing blow cool;
Indiana blows No.1 ranking
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the officiating that he had games.
Maryland Coach Lefty
Indiana Coach Bobby Driesell charged that
threatened to pull his
Knight's only complaints Sampson actually was
team off the court.
called for three
At New York's Madison were for his team.
Square Garden, "I thought there was no technicals, meaning
Georgetown Coach John point in the game where automatic ejection, and
Thompson didn't like how we played for any length that Holland swayed the
HALF-OPEN
Joe Jakubick (31), Akron's ace abootar, gets one arm open, but Murray State's
his center, the 7-foot Ew- of time," said Knight, officials into making it
Sammy
Curran keeps the other tied up in an effort to slow down the nation's
ing, was treated by the of- whose Hoosiers outre- two technicals. Only two
No.3 ranked scorer. Deli** the defense of
Nafftiort AAna 11, 1104441 31 YoeCurran and his Racer teammates, Jakubick scored 33 Saturda
•01 •ul *fiord. Pi•ret T•1•I
ficials and said he would boupded the Buckeyes 35- technical* were signaled
y. However, the Racers had the.. big guns of f••Is
Al,.. 16. Murray IS
their own,each topping 30 points, and won the game,sari.
18. "The team that did by the officials.
74411arab
saw negro 4.0011 tell his sophomore center what
it was trying to do
to
"Terry Holland told ofpa*
Anard
turn
11.
pro
1411•110rt
if
officiat
4.
kola
ing
Staff photo by Jim Rector Geer 1. lama•
most
won
the
game."
ficials
didn't
•
he'd take his team
improve
.
CAM
' No. 9 Syracuse, 11-1 off the court and go home,
also suffered its first set- .aad forfeit the game.
back, 8744 to No. 18 Then they (officials) said
North Carolina at let Sampson stay in the
Service Menvels
Charlotte. . Michael Jor- game.",
dan scored 18 points as
Holland said, "What .1
"De It Yeerself"
the Tar Heels, 10-3, won told the officals was to
Its seventh straight, while clean it (the game) up or
"tAr
Erich Souttifer scored 24 I weuld be willing to take
Japanese
tampion
Genoese
for the Orangemen.,
my
oto off the floor. I
In other games involv- did not want it to continue
ing the Top Twenty Satur- as it was, but my
day, No. 5 Alabama snap- remarks had nothing to
ped a two-game losing do with Sammon."
streak by winning at
St. John's,'behind the
home. 7447 over No. 3 scoring of Chris Mullin
Factory Reiwilt Ingkies
We ore Murray's only completely full service
Kentucky; No 4 UCLA (34 points) and Billy
Texoco
won on the road, 9347 Goodwin (31b, double and
dealer.
over Arizona; No. I Iowa triple teamed Ewing, who
Spatial"
We offer a wide variety of services, such as
tripped visiting Michigan finished with 13 points
Maw
complete
Norm,Ky 42071
73-72, and unbeaten and 14 rebounds.
4060
car servicing,- tires, batteries, belts, hoses, some oir
condi502-753-2333
Arkansas, No. 10, scored
Mike Davis and Ennis
tioning work, ond anti-freeze.
.
0-0 home victory o'er Mostley each scored It
Baylor.
Our special feature is our wash and wax.(By hand
points in Alabama's
only).
No. 11 Nevada-Las Southeastern Conference
Vegas wan at California- victory over Kentucky.
Irvine $1-113; host The Crimean Tide is 9-2,
Missimippl upset No. 13 Kentucky 14-2,
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NFL playofffield narrowed to eight survivors
By IMICE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
The New York Jets fired,their cannon. the San
Diego Chargers attacked by air. the Dallas
Cowboys struck from all fronts and the Minnesota
Vikings refused to fold in the first weekend of play
of the National Football League playoffs.
The NFL's revised and expanded 16-team playoff
format, necessitated by the 57-day players' strike
that wiped out seven weeks Of the season, also produced a few surprises and guaranteed new finalists
for Super Bowl XVII on Jan. 30.
The Jets,'behind Freeman McNeil's recordbreaking 211 rushing yards. crushed Cincinnati 4417 Sunday afternoon, eliminating the defending
American Conference champion Bengals from a
return trip to the championship game. Last year's
Super Bowl winners, the San Francisco 49ers, didn't
reach the playoffs.
In Sunday's bther playoff games, San Diego edged Pittsburgh 31-28 in the AFC and Dallas trimmed
Tampa Bay 30-17 and Minriesota eliminated Atlanta
30-34th the National Conference.
In Saturday's first-round matchups, the Los
Angeles Raiders ousted Cleveland 27-10 and Miami
eliminated New England 28-13 in the AFC and
Washington blasted Detroit 30-7 and Green Bay
whipped St. Louis 41-16 in the NFC.
Next weekend's games will have New York at Los
Angeles and Minnesota at Washington on Saturday
and San Diego at Miami and Green Bay at Dallas on
Sunday.
One of the surprises was the fans, who nearly filled the stadiums after staying away from the games'
following the strike. In the playoffs, there were a
total Of 6,183 no-shows, an average of 773 per game,
compared with an average of t.169 in post-strike
games.
Jets 44,Bengali 17
"When you've got a cannon; you're supposed to
shoot it." New York Coach Walt Michaels said. "Today-, he McNeil was ow- cannon."
McNeil, who also rushed and passed for two
touchdowns,gave the Jets their first playoff victory
since Joe Namath led New York to victory in Super
Bowl III.
"I was blessed," McNeil said of his performance.
"I was in the right tune placant the right time."
Mew York, now 7-3, also got a playoff-record interception return from Darrol Ray. He sparked a
three-touchdown outburst in the last period by picking off a Ken Anderson pass and streaking 98 yards
for the touchdown. The Jets also got three field
goals from Pat Leahy.
"We turned the. ball over too many times, but I
think the final blow was the interception that went
for a touchdown," said Cincinnati Coach Forrest
Gregg, whose club finished 7-3.
The Jets' Richard Todd completed 20 of 28 passes
for 269 yards, which included eight receptions by
Wesley Walker for a career-high 145 yards.
Anderson, who had two first-quarter touchdown
passes to stake the Bengal., to a 14-3 lead, finished
with 26 completions in 35 attempts for 354 yards.

Chargers 31.&Won X
Dan Fouts' third touchdown toss didn't corm. a
minute too late in leading San Diego over Pittsburgh. He hit Kellen Winslow on a 12-yart1 flare
pass with one minute to play to rally the Chargers,
"I watched him before on TV." said Pittsburgh
quarterback Terry Bradshaw of Fouts. • -1 Just wdtched him go up and down the field. I saw them (10 it
on TV. then I saw them do it to us today."
Fouts, who completed 27 of 42 passes for 333
yards. also hit reserve tight end Eric Sievers on a
10-yard strike and Winslow with an 8-yarder to
overshadow Bradshaw's 28 of 39 for 325 yards
Chuck Muncie rushed for 126 yards as San Diego
improved is..1 record to 7-3 The Steelers finished ri-.4
Cowboys 30, Buccaneers 17
Danny White overcame physical ailments - an
infected tooth and swollen thumb
to lead Dallas
over Tampa Bay. He completed 27 of 45 passes for
312 yards and two touchdowns
"I think White did great considering his thumb
was hurt." said Dallas wide receiver Drew Pearson. "It's a good thing you don't pass with your
teeth."
Rookie reserve safety Monty Hunter returned an
interception 19 yards to give the Cowboys the goahead touchdown in the fourth quarter
Tampa Bay quarterback Doug Williams completed only eight of 28 passes for 113 yards 'a the
Bucs finished 5-5
VIkings $0, Falcons 24
•
Trailing 24-23 with 645 to go. Minnesota drove 72
yards with Ted Brown following a Rickey Young
block to go in from the 5 with 1 44 left for the winning points.
"Rickey made a dynamic block." said Brown.
who rushed for 82 yards despite being knocked out
of the game in the first half with a shoulder injury.
The Vikings' defense yielded only 115 yards passing
and .did not allow the-Atlanta offense a touchdown
Cornerback John Turner intercepted two of Steve
Bartkowski passes
Minnesota improved to 6-4 while Atlanta finished
Raiders 27, Browns 10
Jim Plunkett had One of his finest games. completing 24 of 37 passes for 386 yards, in leading Los
Angeles to its_ ninth victory in 10 games. The.
Browns finished 44.
Rookie Marcus Allen. who rushed for 72 yards on
17 carries and caught six passes for 75 yards, had
touchdown runs of 2 and 3 yards and, F'rank
Hawkins scored on a 1-yard run for the Raiders.
Meanwhile, the Raiders' defense smothered
Cleveland quarterback Paul McDonald, sacking
him SIX times for.53 yards.
"Boy, they were blitzing me," said McDonald,
who connected on 18 of 37 passes for 281 yards. including a 43-yard strike to Ricky Feacher. "I lost
count on the sacks. They were coming at me from
all sides pretty good."
'Boy, they were blitzing Me," said McDonald,
who connected on 18 of 37 passes for 221 yards, including a 43-yard strike to Ricky - Feacher "I lost

Vermeil announces resignation
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Dick Vermeil, who
took the Philadelphia Eagles to the Super Bowl two
years ago but had doubts about his future as coach
recently, called a news conference today to announce his resignation, The Associated Press has
learned.
A source said the decision was made Sunday
night at a meeting with owner Leonard Tose. Tose,
who said when he hired Vermeil that he wanted
Vermeil to be his last coach, had tried to change
Vermeil's mind,the source said.
, But.the source also said that Tose stressed at the
meeting that Vermeil had to do what was best for
him and his family.
Asked it it would be correct to describe Vermeil's
decision as taking a leave of absence, another
source close to the team said,"No."
Neither Tose nor General Manager Jim Murray
were available for comment.

Philadelphia
Eagles
The team s .3-6 record in the strike-shortened
season was the worst in recent years under
Vermeil.
Vermeil. 46. rose to national prominence as head
coach at UCLA,signing with the Eagles in 1976. The
contract was later extended through 1965
His best season with the Eagles came in 1980
when the team won the conference championship
with a 12-4 record and appeared in Super Howl XV,
where the Oakland Raiders triumphed

count on the sacks. They were coming at me_from
all sides pretly good
Cleveland's Matt Bahr kicked a 52-yard field goal
to equal an NFL playoff record for. rhstance set by
the Browns' Lou "The Toe" Groza in 1951
Dolphins to. Patriots 13'
Third-year pro David Woodley completed 16 of 29
passes for 246 yards and two touchdowns in helping
M/411Tii snap a four-game losing streak in playoff
competition The team's last victory came in the
Super Bowl VIII in 1974.
Woodley, had a pair of 2-yard scoring tosses to
tight end Bruce Hardy and his passing set up
touchdown runs by Andra Franklin and Woody Kennett
Franklin led the rushing attack with 112 yardt
and Tony Nathan added 71 for the Dolphins,8-2
Although disappointed with the loss, being in the
playoffs represented a complete turnaround for the
Patriots. a dismal 2-14 squad a 'Lear ago
I think this is the start of something good "
said Pats Coach Ron Meyer, whose team finished

about us."
In other NBA games
Sunday night, Milwaukee
defeated Phoenix 106-96
and Portland handed
Seattle its fifth straight
setback, 110-101.
While thinking ahead to
Los Angeles, the Nets
came closing to having
their streak stopped by
the Pistons, who handed
New Jersey its last
defeat. 103-97,on Dec. 21.
Bucks 106,Suns96

Sidney Moncrief scored
24 points and Marques
Johnson 20 as Milwaukee
outrebounded Phoenix 50Yen route to victory
"I don't know if we can
play much better than
that," said Coach Don
Nelson. "Our rebounding
is getting better. It's consistently got4ar better the
List 10 games or so."
Moncrief had 12 points
and Phil Ford nine to help
the Bucks open a 36-27

10-30%
Off Sale
Charles Daly
Wool Shirts
Hollofill Vests
Hollofill Jackets
Himalayan Thinsulate
Parkas
Walls Down Jackets
Woolrich Chamois Shirts
Hollofill Underwear
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New England's Steve Grogan connected on 16 of.
30 passes for 189 yards and was intercepted twice
He also was sacked four times by the aggressive
liolphin defense
Redskins 31, Lions 7
km Garrett caught three Joe Theistrunoi

grants
second
MSU win
Bethei. College bet •atite
the- seeond victim of Murray- State's'lady- Ravers
this season as the MSC
women thrashed their
visitors Saturday. 79-48.
- Mane--.-Oakley •tpet the
charge with 26 points and
also shared top rebounding honors with teammate Meliitly °Ringer
with 12 apiece °Ringer
hot only contributed on.
the boards, she had a
dozen. pewits, five steals
and three assists to her
credit as well
Sharon Cooper was the
-third Lady Racer in double figures with 14 points
and 10 rebounds
Bethel was. t•old from
the floor, hitting only 28 8
percent for the 'game
compared to Murray's 44
percent.
The Lady Racers led by
time at halftime. 1V25,
but nearly doubled the
steritors' output in the second half, 45-23.
Guard Pam Ursery was
the only double-figure
player for Bethel- with 10
points Both teams
played their entire
rosters
The victory snappercl
long dry spell .for the
Lady Racers 451 who
had lost four straight
after winning their second game of the season
MSU will be on the road
for their next three contests
Friday at Tennessee Tech. Saturday at
Western Kentucky, and
Tuesday. Jan 18, at
Evansville'

lead Junior Braigeman
Blazers 110, Softies 101
Calvin Natt scored 31
then came off the bent h
and hit four of his first points to help Portland
five shots to make. it 52-41 continue Seattle's slump.
The SuperSonics. who
Phoenix, which got 19 won their first 12 games
points from Alvan of the season, never led in
Adams,scored the last 11 the contest and trailed by
points of the first half to as many as 19 points
The Trail Blazers. now
cut the deficit to 56-55. but
Alton Lister scored 10 1712 at home. got 17 points
Writs for the Bucks in the from Jim Paxson and 14
third period to help them from Lafayette 1.ever.
Greg Keiser led Seattle
take an 84-77 advantage
with 26 points
Into the final 12 minutes

AMP
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Bethel

Nets test winning ways Tuesday against Lakers
By The Associated Press
The New Jersey Nets,
who have beaten only
three teams with winning
records while capturing
nine games in a row, will
get to test their mettle on
Tuesday.
"The big thing is we
haven't beaten any super
teams in the stretch,"
said Mickey Johnson,
who scored 25 points Sunday night to lead the Nets
to a 110-102 victory over
the Detroit Pistons. "But
we've been able to build
confidence against the
other teams."
Next on the schedule
-are the Los Angeles
Laker', 27-7 for the
season. The Nets, who
before now had never
won more than six
straight games in their
seven National Basketball Association seasons,
hardly savored their
latest victory before
thinking ahead to the
defending charnpioni. "We know we can beat
them," said Buck
Williams, who had 17
points and 19 rebounds
against the Pieties. "It'll
be a test. a challenge."
` "We want to best them
because It'll earn tea lot
Of respect around the
league," Johneors said.
"Worried about them?
We've won nine in a row.
They should be warned

touthdown passes and Jens White returned an interception 77 yards for
tout•hdown to key
Washington's triumph
"We're on a roll, no question about it said safety
Tony Peters of the 9-1 Redskins
Theismann completed 14.
14 passes for 2111
yards and fullback John Biggins gamed 114 yards
on 25 carries against a defense rated Ni 1 in the
NF('against the run
Detroit. finishing 4-6, took itself out of the game
by turning the ball over on four of its first five
possessions The Lions only score came tin I"rn
Hippie's l5-)arti pass to tighl end David Hill
Peckers 41.Cardinals 16
John Jefferson. who went through the regular
season without a touchdown reception. made up for
it against the Cardinals with silt catches ,tor 148
yards and two touchdowns
Lynn Dickey passed for 260 yards and (oar
touchdowns. including strikes to James lotion AIM
Eddie lee Ivers as Green Bay improved its rt.. ttrd
to 6-3-1 !very- also had a 1-yard
run and
Steneruti kicked twu field goals
'This is another step up." said Coat h Bart Starr.
who quarterbacked the Packers to Super
triumphs in 1967 and P.168
The Cardinals' Neil Lomax had Rs,. tout iltiown
passes and Neil
ionoghtie kicket I an 18-s a Di field
goal for the 5-5 Cardinals
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Pro Baseball
NEW YORK Al
'
s
A state Supreme Court
judge today blocked the
New York Yankees
from playing their 1983
home opening. series in
Denver
Richard Liine. acting

state sapient.- justice. ruled that Ow
team watild be violato
its Yankee Stadium
lealSe with the 1 itS us
playing the Detroit
Tigers at Denver's Mile
High Stadium on April
12 and 13
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-Anderson makes step backward to make town's future bright
ANDERSONVILLE.
AP) — The village of
Andersonville, a hell on
earth for Union prisoners
during the final months of
the Civil War, has taken a
step back into time to find
its future
' We're trying to keep
Andersonville as quaint
as possible And we've
got history on our side."
said Lewis Easterlin. the
73-year-old mayor of this
southwestern Georgia
town
Until about SeVerl)ears
ago, the town of 300 people was drying up" with
an unemployment rate of
12 2 percent. then one of
the highest in the state.
Easterlin said
W 1. II ii (I t 0 (10
•-,i,ifis•ttilfte, or disappear,-

he added. "You've got to visits Andersonville and a
take what you got and um nearby national park
it We had history And if throughout the year. their
somebody doesn't numbers swelling each
preserve history, it's October for the Andergone"
sonville Historic Fair
Andersonville has gone And despite the recession
beyond simply preserv- and a rtattonal unemploying its history It has pro- ment rate near 11 permoted it Aod in doing so, cent, the mayor
it has bounced back Irotn estimates Andereconomic. hardship. aided sonvtlle's jobless rate Ls
by an influx of tourist down below 10 percent
dollars
The annual fair.
The town began pro- Easterlin's idea for getmoting itself at about the ting Andersonville on the
same tune that Jimmy tourist Map, features
Carter's presidential can- parade, mock Civil War
didacy was attracting battles, dancing. puppet
hordes of tourists to the `shows and displays of
Carter hometown of Southern arts and crafts
Plains, located fewer
But the most dramatic
than 20 miles from here
.event of the fair is a
Now, a steady flow of candlelight tour of the
more than 150,000 tourists site of the infamous
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Andersonville prison,
where more than 12.000
Union soldiers died under
wretched conditions in
the final year of the Confederacy.
Most of the Union
prisoners who died in the
Confederate stockade
perished from lack of
food, clothing and
shelter Hundreds of
Southern guards died
from the same depnvahorts.
-The Union soldiers
would get up in the morning, see who was dead
and take the bodies to the
South Gate." said John
Tucker, superintendent
of the 170-acre historical
preserve
The bodies were hauled
to a crude shelter where
they awaited transportation to the cemetery
about a half-mile away,
he said Fellow prisoners
buried the dead without
coffins in long, six-foot
wide trenches A wooden
marker with only a
number was placed in 11w
ground over the-grave
After the war,# former
prisoner and Clara Barton. founder of. the
.American Red Cross,
came to Andersonville to
tity each grave with
a ri stet- list of the
numbers and names of
the dedd
But there. are probably still bodies buried
in the stockade area
somewhere.- Tucker

Those who believe Win
Today-. around MASS
was unjustly treated, in- veterans of the U.S.
cluding nearby chapters military are buried at the
of the United Daughters Andersonville National
of the Confederacy and Cemetery along with the
the Sons of Confederate Civil War dead, and nearVeterans, held a recent ly all the graves are
memorial service to.„marked with small marhonor Win
ble headstones It is the

only active national
cemetery in Georgia.
Tucker said.
-We have such-an inv.
portant site here,- said
Tucker, "but it's a tragic
site. There's no feather in
anybody1 cap that this
.happened in our history.-

Alexander's inauguration set

Family offers reward

NO ONE CAN EXPECT A
TEACHERS TEN-YEAROLD CAR TO START ON
A PAN LIKE TH15

By Abigail Van Buren
5Lu660, DID YOU
SEVER FIND OUT
WHAT KIND OF
PLANT IT WAS--

YOU SAY i-4E
kAp 4,c55 Or
,VEMORY z

-THAT YOU
WON AT THE
scHooL FAIR?

YES &kir ir6
ALL COMING
BACK

YES, I

-CATNIP

Woman's Gay Past
Clouds Happy Future

DID--

NE CAN'T REMEMBER
YOU, YET

DEAR. ABBY.Thave-this problem rind really don't know
whom to ask, so I'm turning to you
I used to be what you would call a lesbian, but that is
all in the past I have never had a love affair with • male,
hut I have had a few affairs with female..
I have met this guy whom I really love, and we plan on
getting married He thinks he is marrying • virgin. I told
him I was one, and I think I am. but now I wonder. Am I?
Another problem Should I tell him about my past? We
plan on getting foamed in June after I graduate from the
University of Minnesota
QUESTIONS IN ST PAUL
DEAR QUESTIONS: Technically you are• virgin.
The Haman-Sexuality Program at the University of
Minnesota offers expert counaeling. Go there. You
need to learn more about your own oesuality.
few lesbian experiences during one's, sublime:ones
does not necessarily •lesbian make.) And don't tell
your fiance anything until you have all the answers.
•••

DAGwOOD,CAN I
1

504:200rovg20

Noel.E
(01,411WAL.
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xidest's 11111 cos
gssientee Tee sad
year *saw retirement items yes
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NASHVILLE, Terfn. MIMS.
which would raise about
AP, — For the 921r4 time
Other issues to come $11.5 million a year in new
since Tennessee became before the Legislature in- revenue. ,
a state in 1796, its General! clude proposals to:
The 3 percent payroll
Assembly convenes its
—Increase the age at tax is proposed by a tax
two-year session on Tues- which Tennesseans may coalition in proposed
day and prepares for the legally purchase liquor Legislation that would
92ncl time to Inaugurate a from 19 to 21 and require decreaae the Mate sales
governor.
jail time for Juveniles tax from 4.5 to 4 percent.
The Legislature, which convicted of drunk driv- Under the proposal, the
has met in -Jonesboro, ing.
tax would be shared
K:1911/file, Murfreesboro
—Approve a law re- equally .by the state, its
and, during the Civil War. quiring all state prisoners cities and its counties -in Memphis. has schedul- to work and allowing ear- but any city or county
ed Republican Gov. ly paroles for selected would have to reduce its
Lamar Alexander's se- felons to relieve prison property tax by 75 percond inauguration Satur- overcrowding.
cent of the payroll tax
day.
—Require a daily revenue it received.
Then, sources say, it is Pledge of Allegiance and
There is built-in
likely that the lawmakers minute of silence, without resistance among the
will recess until Feb. 15, mention of prayer, in the Legislature to a state inprimarily because Alex- public schools — replac- come tax, although
ander's budget is not due ing a law thrown out as bickers of the payroll tax
until March 1.
uncontitutional,
say it is an occupational
A majority of the 98
— Make it more dif- privilege tax — not an instate representatives and fienit to Plead insanity asc_anhe tax. These backers
32 state senators must ap- a criminal defense.
incle- city and county
prove any recess, but
Alexander says he has officials, school teachers,
sources soy most asked his commissioners state employees
and the
legislative leaders ap- to brief him on raising the League of Women Voters.
parently favor the recess. sales tax a half-cent to 5
The sales tax -and the
The Senate and House cents on the dollar or 1 payroll tax are not the oneach will _be missing cent to 51-: cents. He says, ly taxes facing the
Democratic lawmakers however, that he has not legislators. Alexander
from Memphis. Former decided to ask any tax in- has had no comment on
Sen. Ed Gillock, sentene---trease and remains op- reports he will propose a
Seven months after .the ed to seven years in posed to an income tax.
tax on video or electronic
war. Andersonville's federal prison for inNonetheless, some lob- games, but bills to levy
,, - uxiujianda.nL Capt. - fluence_ pedcHing, 'has byists and legislators say such a tax are almost
cerHenry Wirr, was tried resigned and no replace- they expect Alexander to (sin
with
and convicted on charges ment-.has been chosen. propose a half-cent inlion to legalize and tax
of "murder. in violation Rep. Teddy Withers, crease in the sales tax,
horse or dog tracks.
of the. laws of war " A sworn in early, is on a
native of Switlerland. three-month tour to proWirr was hanged in mote trade with Africa.
.Washington.
C . in • There is more than
November 181.5
the onspeculation of a tax
BARDSTOWN, Ky. "Ms. Mudd was stabbed
ly Civil War prison com-'• increase, prompted by a (AP)
-- The family of a to. death with a sword
mandant put to death for- shortfall of KW million or Bardstown
woman who taken from a suit of arst, r (T1111111v
more in state revenue col- wasotabbed to death with
mor display at the Stone
Wirr generates lections and a proposal by a
sword on Nov. 1 has Castle, a novelty shop
disagreement among a lobbyists' coalition for a started a
reward fund for and toy-soldier museum
historians With a prison 3 percent payroll tax.
the arrest and conviction, where she worked,
population that once
Alexander. who con- of her killer.
soelled to 32,000. Winr tends he opposes any
The family of Carol
Police say the victim
had an impossible task'. form of income tax — in- Frances
Mudd, 22, open- had no apparent enemies
Some say Others contend Aiding the payroll tax —
ed the fund with,$5,000 on and was killed during
,he killed Union soldiers in *aid he has not decided
Saturday and announced business hours -on the
cold blood and rejoiced In whether he will ask any
that donations would be town's main commercial
their misery
other new taxes or tax in- accepted.
street.
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DEAR ABBY I am the executive director of the Lions
Eye Bank at the University of Washington in Seattle.
Because of your column of Nov. 30. 1902, urging your
readers to donate 'their organs after death, we received a
pair of eyes the very root morning! Following a Mir accident in our state in which a young man was killed, his.
parent& contacted us and donated their son's eyes. They
said they would not have thought of it had it not been for
your column.
Another mother told me after donating th• eyes of her
2l-year-old daughter -Juan think, part of our daughter is
alive and well and seeing in Seettler
There is little one can do or say to comfort someone who
has lost • loved one, but knowing that• part of hint or
her lives on helps to ease the pain Si that loss. As •
matter of fact. Abby, we hear more from families of donors
thanking us for helping them make this special gift pow
sibk than we do from the people who have received
corneal transplants!
People hear about donating organ*, and they say,"Isn't
that eke," bet they never take the time to fled out bow to
make the arrangements to carry it out., Thank you for
spreading the word that
they II/1W to do is pick op the
phone and call any Lions Club. 71se dub will& the esig.
DONNA °HAND.UONB SYS BANK.
tiNIVERKITY HOSPITAL.SSATTIS. WASH.
•
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DEALERS
WANTED
IV Satellite
Antennas
No ini.irotori.
\ii 1ii ,,t11'- R1%
1 loam log %%JILIN.

( Al I
loll I ree Anytime
802-340f
Ask for %Ir. Boysen
Monograms
at Fay's
Monograms 753 36431
Repair work done on
home and car stereos
and aii portables in
ducting imports tv,10
ates R ick
McKenzie 753 4725

available

CUSTOM
*JEWELRY
n ide, to your
specifications. We
repair chains, site
rings, set stones eft.

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY
wiems
st..
i d Verne.
Steee

z.
etssio
14.
Deyily
ni..effPis-9
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WOULD YOU
LIKE TO
OWN THE
MOST
COMPLETE
STORE
IN MURRAY?
Got 111 Unmet with Lee and
became the owner of• Mun
(ternary bard Sales Agency
with • Low d over 10.0911
sans to meU
We're Auto; for Sales
ainbitioom Iwo
Apr.'s
bind/wife Urania with an
all to break out an thou
arm And we may-hmse luta
what you re balm* for
Ow wow ABMs •••••••
Stan program idlers an em
citing opportunity to operate
•ONNA••• at yew wen erlds
•manoll worstnient and aim
eon you the opportunity to
tabs &dynamo el the investment we've strewly
wade. as well am wow •replier" at CAW*,berslOss• toper? Once you beivene
• 11•1••.440111. you can ow
War& &arm. catalogs and
arida Sell our brended
swerftandme. and have wean I. tbe same mystaine
rearvirta *ad mM.naia U.
owSIwarms our compile,
ironed Mons brit at sit.
yow invomtameat will pro
Pal*10 coanderotely teem
Ohm INNid S.repered ter•
rwitskse root bseinees mei
•••••••ram vekere
•
ii you ant wining to atiopt
reepewridity15 niter% ter
a herr* is yogi ••••
bowwwea.
ithe tie talk
•bert prier p•
queliareares rerd lese pee
sews &WY Mint ow bias
-•••••• plow Way
lany
Sill Ihripar
Illaremille.IS 41K1
(I1101t-reel
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S. Lostand Food

Pound: Slick and *Idle :
Maio kitten in Paw" .
and 13th area. Call
neal117.
Lest 1917 Mersaali
Catinty Class ring.
ROM, Rina, snaps
•
•
•
stens, at
Ckpithog married? Whothor you grass • tersal Arcade. Call Coned -Ito/ware,
dim& wedding sr •simple, -do-your-own-Wee $.
wesatarg. Fitt
16•W booklet. Send 411 plus• Last: 7 Medi and %Woe Ism& 11•11FA*Ne
stamped (37 coats) ouvelope toe tater WV dmI mos•:
g•
AMe•
liseldss,P.O. Box MM,Hoftrwww4.(m
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4$11031co•ed.
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13. For Sale or Trade

it Farm Equent

Now is the season to
Larose white male cat *41 trade g000 corn
Lest December 24m in mercial property fOr prepare that A 9
industrial unit tor the
the vicinity of north residential property
For
corning spring
y`
on
753
Call
near in front to back
•4411lm'
lesvh Of COUnty
overhaul.
'Lost blue' clutch bag. low 530.000 range th
for
us
Try
Call 436736?
cOntaining money and COMMINCial property is the oeSt buys .n
Waled on.. on* of the undercilmillOM
R •inar
chicks
Orn.ett 4 Way
corners
/53 3795
in the City 01 Murray
?I.**Si
ideal location for any
4. Heip Wanted
type buttrieSS but OVUM
Aerobics exercise in
be perfect for a fast food
Structor needed for new market with self
franc hi se studio open
service gel. pumps or
ing 40 the Murray area
II
for a restaurant
Cali 5721251 between
interested reply te- P 0
10a m Sp m
for inter
Bee 1040A, Murray. K y
view appointment
anted: Iteepeeshis
Artist's Models, Ili
Is as ever lee
ptrience and artistic k Want% Buy
payinewh ssa
sensitivity preferred
spinet pious. Can be
Work onli be assigned A small retail business
according to need fOr 753 9751_
seen WANT. Write
models for Spring Maui furs. raccoon, red
Illomogor: P.O.
Semester 1903 Contact fox, gray lox, muskrat
537 Sbelavville,
Dept of Art. Murray.,‘ mink. cOvOte. OPOSStim
Owen Mc
beaver
N 4417
State University
767
Clellan P0 Box 63
3784 E0E/MF
Pulaski. III 62976
Galaxy C•blevision, Phone 61$
34 6316
E. Exterminating
Inc . • multiple system
Want to buy dark fired
cable television opera
ter is looking for a tobacco base Call 753
mature individual to fill 1121
• management level
position in this area
15. Articlesfor Sale
Send complete resume
tieh first letter to. Have tough skin leans
Galaxy Cablevision. for sell, size 8 slim good
Inc 4/2 North Main
Call after
condition
. Sikeston. MO 6310I.
S- 00,75.1 3106
Taking applications for
16th Its and WeSt Side It Home Furnishings
Plumes 753 3114
of Murray to fill open
Avon territories 753 Almost new GE autp„....._
matt( waSher 753 9606
0132 or 7530171
4. Miscellaneous
Wanted receptionist for For sale, sofa bed.
Firewood,
71 in
delivered
busy doctor's office, regular size
and s/ac lied Seasoned
general office duties, long floral design 1
$15
'rick.
green
some patient contact, new 753 7519
753 7111 or
full time, experience To dining tables, 2 $77 $0 'r lc k
preferred. but will sofas. I chair. 2 bed El 753 7585
train Please call 759 king site, .1 single).- 2 For sale Garage doors.
9422 between 10 and
children cribs, 1 book 9,7 with ono, window
cabinets. 4 tea tables.' Sec lien Calf 753 Ma or
10. Business Opportunity audio equipment 759 753 1662'
For sale Dustier Video
FREE BROCHURE 95$8
Cassette Recordef
AND INFO ON. how yOu
Equipment
Sports
20.
new. never used $400
can open a Jean. Dress.
or Children's Store 1978 Westinghouse Golf Call 436 /154
• ...luring ALL-'4e101111 Cart aitst-sbed-- at -04iLS-.HAIAL-Oullis.......250
brands Call anytime Country Club Colt )53 inn° red Si 59 each
.1 615.551 0762
Wallin Harcw•ere
•
8184
Paris
New shipment of wheel
horse lawn mowers ehp
and up All wheel horse
in stock at Iasi years
prices also used riding
mowers Stokes Trac
tor. 753 1319 Ask . for
Kern! Higgins
(Meech of Gemini" Ceestructiew C..)
Nicon FAA. 35 m- m
camera with 55rnm
is now offering our senrkes in the fieWef
lens. Nicon wide angle
lens. Lintz light metal
Commercial and residential maintenance
tripod plus enlarger and
end repairs in the Mw-ray Area. Complete
Other acessortes All for
5400 or will consider
concrete work, breaking, sawing, formSelling equipment in
"
ing end finishing, cabinets, remodeling
•diVidually /59 1869
Oregon chain saws
end additions, reefing, portable welding.
chains. 3.5 inch pitch
Fully insured, work guaranteed, free For 18 inch bar, 7 99 20
inch bar. 0 99 Wallin
estimates.
Hardware Paris
SEASONED
753-3372 or 753-3377
FIREWOOD Call John
Boyer, 153 0338

Fors.'.
Spinet-Console
Piro° Bargain

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

NOTICE
GU MAINTENANCE

AUCTION
FARM MACHINERY AND REAL ESTATE
THURSDAY. JANUARY 13, 19113
1000 A.M.-REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
ROBERT EARL & GREG CLANTON,OWNERS
TROY, TENNESSEE
SALE LOCATION: From Troy, Tn. West City Umill Edge. Take Chestnut Street
South. Proceed Southwest 4 Nile* On The Camp Ground Road To The Sete Site!
"At The Oblon Co. Receweyl-Follow The Sale Sign.?
14 Wee Southwest of Union City, Toon
1960 Steiger ST 270. 2127 Hrs.. 3306 Cat Engine, 20 We Duos 41+0 Valves Rod
Nice • 1979 John Deere 4430 CIA.1 Wheal D1 Quad 3000 tits („)...ciiiEetch 3 Hyd
Valves Ms DM Lock • 1977 John Deere 4430 CIA Ms 18 4438 0,..an 3 Hyd
Vaives Del Lock
1950154F 750 Conitww. 354 Turbo Mack Engin* Hydro Stabc.Srher Cab& Put Imo
Hr.. Hyd Reed Dm", Chopper, 20 Flo CLANK Bar 30 5.32 R.Jober A Real Nice Outfit
• 1.4 F 44 Corn Head • IA F 750 Combine Irmo.* We
1976 Transtar 4300 Eagle w Completion, Rebuilt 400 CurivrinsI none Nee Clutch Nevi
Brakes Bud Whores, How 10 00222 Rubor Live Tandem 13',mow Wm I A+,Conc.
Pi Steering Sewn! Alum Head Acne Rao Full sleeper • F rummut 24 Aluminum
Ciump 7n7A•7 or Roil Over Tarp Art TM Gate 101:0+20 Rawls Cast Spoke Wheels •
Semi T1•840/ of 4000 GM Steiniem Water Tans on Tandem Alin 11-11101Prr/ Doity F sty,
Wham *3 CrtIen Pump Powered By An $ Horse E norw • 1951 Datsun P.ciiupw King
Gab Ar C.S Speed, Topper 13.000 Wes • 1900 Fold 17 -7.30 Pickup 4 whew
Drive Ar Cord .4 Speed M4-FIA Ratko 40 000 Noes • +976 Chevy Ton Service
UN*,Bed 4 Soeett Aar Cond 40 000 Wee • 190 Font 2 Tun& iud a04041
Nevi 0104•Ad WO Round Beier • New NON.W10 35/ Grinder 14..e. • New Idea 779 Cut
John Deere 7000-8 Row Merest w Pert I inci Eloxm • Goose Neck 16
Sock Tale,• Ty•Ons 20.10 Spacing is 24 Du Disc Openers is No TS Coulter' &
End Transport • John Deere n1.1-11 Row Curb a Rolirig Forx:Mrs • 1000 Gal Water
Tank On J 0 Gear so Pump •implement Trayi Type Tod Came.• John Deere 11074
Hod Foici Du-All • Tandem Axis 4 Ton PTO 011/0111 Fort Buggy •Tenn Fans • Rhino
1400 Hyd
3P1 II Slade • P6.0ie•Ross Hyd Foid C.uis Roiling Fenders • John
DOOM F 960-16 Culo-Muicher • Evers/nen 10.40 lents Plane •4 Yard On Pan •
Wasp Post Roast • 411-11 Transport Grain Auger • Rayne Plane A Mt 460 au Gran
Can • Woods 14 Sal Wing Clipper • Farm Hand Sig Whew Hay Ram • Century soo
GO Pickup Truck Sprayer yr 3 Horse Motor On 1966 Ford F-350 Trucii.4 Speed •
Goose Neck 20 Flo Sod Truer •3 Axle Comoro Troia,• 20 Combine Head Came.
Treiber • 1840-19 Fuming Fens Coot • 10 now set Spray Sown • GT TM Gass Hyd
Unbildro Auger • Set of 200 GN Sadao Terre • Sew INC Suit Case woven * Naos fogs preeeure. wavier • MC 15 Tine Pull Chou Plow • John Deere Keno 10
Out Scraper I ii Heavy Pug Scrota • Jahr/ Dew. Imp Cantu Treaw • Cuisine
Torch & Gauges • Lmcoln Portable 150 Arc Weldor • John Deere 220 Saddle Tanks
tvelourfani6 Regulator •3Pt Fork • For of Freeborn,30 kV Tractor Puling Tins and
Piens • wdLsofTooWisdsc
Per Aare Inferniellen Out Penn MulUnary Centers Mien tan Clinton WI44114063.
TENNI:May Caen or Ceentere Cheek! Al 011her Checks Wel Se Approved Sy
The Om*M Troy.TRIM Term and Amensperdei By An immesh*gee* Lame Ad.
ihmeedlethe Ilardt el Trey er ise Asenen Co This Na MUST My if Sags. Niequipessil Meeflememi hem Ilele Ilse
Primer Milemeno Nes Seen Modell NO
101121111TIONS11 Per Pisani Intennsion
: Orme keesney.11erte o Tray.
WM.Tim Phew,901434-46116.
REAL ESTATE
77.3 Aims a By Deed 01 Ilerily ROMs Men County, Tenneeme Penn Lana
WINN N Imellsolly Al MON WIN lomei Reed INNINge On The Camp Onsterl
Rut The Land le Preemie,in Mee Seteart At The 1111011 Of 11IMAM Ye The Aim
MIA IIIMIWOINNeass.Se Laois &homophile.And al WIN OS Pelesh. Awns*
looTo The CIIMee Ca ION LOCO Noon llisee le A MS As.. Meet Pees With A
&NMI Peponsal Yhit The Penn Ni Seen Lined WOW The UM Two Yana
The MS Own NMI 1640 116 MOW Pet AOIS And The INN Wheel Weld Was 47
INIPM61 Ti The At..
UN Stahel Oviler evele Shoe
Comelel
With PsSi
Do/ omeproodoro Th
Ner A leselle Rem CMtele
I:=11seat.The Prow*la Supeleil Sp 011, WNW lad le Sur.
newilledflyWeeler11111110.11bere.
1111111 On NMIIMO Memo Oie OSMe ORR"Wow Dee WNW NOSS
MIONINey01118N1
•
1106041AJONS ROM. WAYS ARO AMNION 00.
4111914110. MINTUOKY-TWIN. 1111111 Mt PP
JOHN 14. SOTO MAL SWATS 11110KER. LAO MIMI
011001111 ernol 141411111

JAMES R_ CASH

34. Miscellaneous
Firewood for sale
1.73

34. Housesfor Ron
49

37. Mobile Home Sales
11151. 1 bedroOm. air
carpOrt4 Un
rendition
derpinned. storage
building
Call 753 0066
or 714 4539
For sale or rent 10155. I
bedroom trailer 733
IVO
very well kept rural
Pions. on Hwy 290 19711
17100 with shingle roof
and large roofed "patio
deck 1 bedrooms. cen
trai air IL heat dryer
ei0ek-uo, and range and
refrigerator
Carport
and storage Only, 819
700 Call „Spann Realty
sso( /5) 7774
21. Mobile Home Rentals
10.10, Natural gas heat
furnished
no pets
Phone /53 3195'
11160. Furnished or
$125 month South of
753 4512 after
'own
Ip m
A two bedroom
newly
furnished
Call Shady
Oaks /53 5209
Large lot for rent in
Hazel. hookup tor
'has 6ty eater
afitilatw09e. 491 Etta
N.Ce

two

bedroom

'railer near Murray. no
pets Call 49 1611.
Or sale, 2 • bedroom.
partly furnished, owner
finance. by East School
Call /53 S405
Two bedroom trailer
Close to University on
private lot, water fur
rushed , $110 a month
ptuS depend 053 4661
Two bedroom furnished
mobile home with cen
trai air and heat. $75
Security deposit $150
per month rent No pets
Call 753 411011

PERFEC'
2 oee rr,
•
4 bed,'
PING
Three lots to be home lokatec on .tn
parcel
soia
a One
* •
Oar Pen so.). s
Onven,ent to
f,•sher 'O.i, 00r r04
'
Pr • Vanderb.1? .1^1 •
/t.
.•.•
•
(fed' for "
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Injured horse causes three-car accident
Mrs. Morton Charles Nann Dr. Arnett's
y
dies;funeral
to be Tuesday dies Saturday; rites Sunday
at Jocksori
Syt Willie Mae Mor- rites Tuesday
,too 82. died Saturday

Keeling funeral set today
The funeral for Arval
ICeeling is today at I p.m.
in the chapel of nitwit
'and Cann Funeral Home,
Benton. The Rev. Larry
Nichols. the Rev. Steve
Freeman. the Rev. Pete
Keeling and the Rev.
Jimmy_ Keeling are officiating.
Burial will fellow in the
Calvert City Cemetery
Masonic rites were
Sunday at 3 p m at the
funeral home
Mr. Keeling, 79, Mt 3,
Calvert City; died Saturday at. 12.05 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital,

MIAMI AP) - Five
people who abandoned a
badly Injured horse on an
expressway. causing a
three-car accident, were
being sought today by the
Florida Highway Patrol
aid the Humane Society
of Greater Miami
The 90139ound mare
was destroyed Sunday
after it lay bleeding on
State Road 826 for nearly
two hours after falling
from a trailer being towed by a van, police said
A three-car accident

occurred when a driver
slowed to look at the
horse and two other
vehicles smashed into his
car, police said No in*nes were reported

vestigator with the
Humane Society of
Greater Miami. later shot
the horse five times with
a .36-caliber pistol as
dozens of motorists looked on

Paducah.
The deceased was a
member of Calvert City
First Baptist Church and
A witness told police
Calvert City Lodge No.
at
The fisneral for I.
He aaid the animalthe rickety blue horse
543 Fri" and Accepted
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m at Westview
Charles L. Nanny, 34, Orland T., 'Arnett was
service
agency decided to
trailer overturned when
Masons. A retired
Nui sing Home She had Rt. 2. Roy Graham Read, Sunday at 2 p.m. at
destroy the horse because
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van
the
swerved
off the
Carpenter. he also served
been a resident of the died Saturday at 7:36 First Cumber
land
expressway, spilling the it would otherwise have
as trustee of the Calvert
I.ynn (;rove Community p.m. in the Cardiac Care Presbyterian Church,
horse Re said five people died an agonizing death
City Cemetery.
for niany years
Unit of the Murray- Jackson,Tenn.
drove away hastily when
The mare "had extenHer husband, Elvin. Call-0102y COUnty - Burial was in the
He la survived by foul
they realized the horse sive injuries to the head."
sons.
James
Morton. died NIA' 30, Hospital. Keeling,
Highland Park
Blair said "We did the
was seriously injured
Clexter, Johnny L Keel1972 She also was preyedThe Murray man had Cemetery, Mayfield.
Frank E. Blair, an in- right thing"
ing.
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